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Acquisition of Grammatical Number in Jordanian Arabic by Children 

By: Kholoud Falah Mashaqbeh 

Supervisor: Dr. Rasheed AL-Jarrah 

Abstract 

          This study aimed to investigate Jordanian children's acquisition of 

numbers in nouns, verbs and adjectives. Concisely, the study showed two 

things: (1) how Jordanian children "grammaticalize" number and number 

agreement markers into singular, dual and plural forms, and (2) how the 

independent variables of age and gender intersect in the course of number 

acquisition. 

The sample of the study consisted of 60 children divided into three 

age groups (3 to less than 4 years), (four to less than 5 years) and (5 to less 

than 6 years). Each group consisted of 20 children (10 males and 10 

females) who were purposfully chosen from the kindergarten of the Islamic 

school in AL-Mafraq. 

As for the 'grammaticalization' of number, a major finding of this 

study is that although the dual (as a grammatical category) is fading out, it 

is still used in the case of nouns (e.g.  ان ان, تفاحت بطت )(two apples, two ducks). 

The plural form is always the alternative for the dual in verbs (e.g.  دين ول

وا وكلن, بيوكل ين بي بنت ) (two boys/girls are eating) and in adjectives (e.g.  طاولتين

,''two old tables''قدام داد  طاولتين ج ''two new tables''). We have also documented 

evidence that masculine forms are gradually replacing feminine forms (e.g. 



 

وا ين بيوكل  two girls are eating''). It has also turned out that children use''بنت

"quantifiers" (e.g. ين ر, شوية ت ين كثي ت ) (some/many figs) instead of numerical 

numbers (e.g. ات ع تين  four figs'') especially when the number is greater''أرب

than three. 

          The independent variables of the study were age and gender.          

Indeed, the findings of the study revealed that age is a significant variable 

in number acquisition by the subjects of the study, supporting Pinker's 

(1984) continuity hypothesis which basically states that the children's 

linguistic abilities improve over time. 

As for gender, the study has found evidence that girls outperform 

boys over the entire age groups, supporting the general conviction that 

females are more attentive to language than males. 



 

Chapter one: 

 Theoretical Background 

1.1. Preview 

 Language acquisition is considered as a creative process (Fromkin 

& Rodman 1993). Studies have shown that long before they start to learn 

words, children have a rich understanding of number. For example, Starkey 

& Cooper (cited in Bloom 1963) argue that seven-month-olds who are 

repeatedly presented with pictures containing a certain number of items 

(for example three) show increased interest when shown a new picture with 

two items, and vice-versa. Interestingly enough, if five-month-olds are 

shown one object added to another identical object (or one object removed 

from a collection of two identical objects), they will look longer, indicating 

their surprise. What this basically means is that when the number of objects 

revealed (as the result of this operation) is numerically incorrect, children 

tend to show that they are aware of the change - a state of affairs suggesting 

that they possess some rudimentary appreciation of addition and 

subtraction (see Wynn 1992a). These findings suggest that children's task 

in learning small number words such as the English words for two and 

three is to relate them to concepts already present. Just how children 

establish this relation is an interesting puzzle. The word "two" in the phrase 

"two apples" does not describe any individual in the external world, nor 



 

does it refer to a property that any individual in the world might possess. In 

this regard, it differs from the noun apple, which is understood as 

describing apples, or the adjective red, which is understood as describing a 

property that each of the individual apples might have. Rather, two is a 

predicate that applies to the set of apples. Grossly speaking, as Frege 

(1980) argues, numbers are predicates of sets of individuals. 

This raises certain problems from the standpoint of a theory of 

language acquisition. For one thing, sets are abstract entities. One can see, 

touch and eat apples, but nobody has ever eaten a set. The apprehension of 

sets most likely requires some cognitive capacity above and beyond the 

normal apprehension of entities in the world (Maddy 1990). For another, 

children often experience number words as they are used within the routine 

of linguistic counting, in which each number word is assigned to an 

individual item in a one-to-one correspondence (Gelman & Gallistel 1978). 

Given children's disposition to take novel words as referring to individuals 

(Markman 1989), it would seem especially difficult for them to learn that 

the number words do not refer to the individual items that are being 

counted, or even to properties of these items, but rather to properties of sets 

of these items (Wynn 1990). 

When do children come to learn the number words? And what is 

their initial understanding of what these words mean? This issue is 

addressed in a number of studies. The findings of Wynn's study (Wynn, 



 

1992b) suggest that children go through a lengthy developmental stage in 

which they know that words like ‘two’ and ‘three’ refer to numerosities, 

but do not know which ones. This phenomenon is difficult to explain under 

the traditional empiricist view of how number words are learned (e.g. Mill 

1973). For, under this view, children see a set of objects, perceive their 

numerosity (e.g. twoness), hear a word used to refer to the set (e.g. `two'), 

and over the course of repeated pairings of this type, come to learn the 

meaning of the number word. Such an account has obvious limitations. At 

best, it could only work for small numbers: we might perceive 'twoness' 

without conscious counting but we surely do not perceive 'seventeenness' 

or 'one-hundred-and-fourteeness' in this manner; the names for these 

numerosities need to be acquired in some other way. This view posits that 

children directly map words onto the perceptions that arise when exposed 

to different sets of objects, and thus fails to account for a lengthy stage in 

which children can clearly distinguish between two and three entities, in 

which children know that ‘two’ and ‘three’ are number words, but do not 

yet know precisely what ‘two’ and ‘three’ mean. 

A more illuminating theory involves children's ability to count. 

Gelman and her colleagues (e.g. Gelman & Gallistel, 1978; Gelman, Meck 

& Merkin, 1986) suggest that children possess an innate set of counting 

principles that underlie their knowledge of counting, and they have found 

that children are highly competent at counting at a young age. They further 



 

suggest that children learn the meanings of the number words by attending 

to how they are used in the counting routine. 

A different hypothesis is that linguistic cues may play a significant 

role in children's acquisition of number word meaning. Words are not 

typically used in isolation, but usually occur amongst other words within 

sentences. Information provided by how a word is used within a sentence 

can be a rich source of knowledge about its meaning. According to Wynn 

(1990), there are two general kinds of linguistic cues that exist. 

One type of information is syntactic. Across all languages, there are 

rich correspondences between syntax and semantics, and thus the syntactic 

context within which a word occurs will often reflect certain aspects of its 

meaning. This possibility of syntactic cues as a route to word meaning 

acquisition was first raised by Brown (1957) (cited in Bloom and Wynn 

1997), who found that preschoolers are sensitive to whether a word is a 

verb, a count noun, or a mass noun when determining whether it denotes an 

event, an object, or a substance. This finding was extended by Katz et.al., 

(1974), who have shown that children younger than two are sensitive to the 

presence or absence of a determiner when propped to figure out whether a 

novel word is a name for a kind or a proper name. More recently, children's 

linguistic (in acquisition of number words) sensitivity to syntax-semantics 

mappings has been explored in the area of verb learning (e.g. Gleitman, 



 

1990), and has extended to other domains such as adjectives and 

prepositions (see Bloom 1996). 

Following Wynn (1992b), we propose that children's earliest 

knowledge of number word meaning  (that such words refer to precise 

numerosities) comes through attention to both syntactic and semantic 

linguistic cues, such as the words' ordering relative to other words in a 

sentence, the closed-class morphemes they co-occur with, and the count 

mass status of the nouns they modify. The information provided by relative 

order within the noun phrase is best viewed as syntactic, but other cues, in 

particular those provided by closed-class morphology, are better construed 

as semantic. Although sensitivity to these different linguistic cues brings 

children to their initial stage of number word acquisition (knowledge that 

number words pick out numerosities), perhaps complete prior to the age of 

two-and-a-half, a full understanding of the meanings of number words is 

only acquired through a distinct procedure that occurs later in development. 

The development of number vocabulary in one's native language is 

one aspect of language development. It is important because number words 

are basic units of language with which speakers can transmit ideas to their 

listeners. Children's vocabulary growth allows them to become increasingly 

able to communicate their ideas through language but it also allows them to 

represent increasingly more concepts with linguistic symbols. In other 

words, number vocabulary development is a part of communication 



 

development but it is also part of cognitive development or the 

development of knowledge. 

1.2. Theoretical and descriptive framework 

The acquisition of native languages is studied primarily by 

developmental psychologists and psycholinguists. Although how children 

learn to speak is not perfectly understood, most explanations involve both 

the observation that children copy what they hear and the inference that 

human beings have a natural aptitude for understanding grammar. While 

children usually learn the sounds and vocabulary of their native language 

through imitation, grammar is seldom taught to them explicitly; that they 

nonetheless rapidly acquire the ability to speak grammatically supports the 

theory advanced by Chomsky (1969) and other proponents of 

transformational grammar. According to this view, children are able to 

learn the "superficial" grammar of a particular language because all 

intelligible languages are founded on a "deep structure" of grammatical 

rules that are universal and that correspond to an innate capacity of the 

human brain. Stages in the acquisition of a native language can be 

measured by the increasing complexity and originality of a child's 

utterances. Children at first may 'overgeneralize' grammatical rules and say, 

for example, ‘goed’ (meaning ‘went’), a form they are unlikely to have 

heard, suggesting that they have intuited or deduced complex grammatical 

rules (here, how to conjugate regular verbs) and failed only to learn 



 

exceptions that cannot be predicted from a knowledge of the grammar 

alone. Some linguists see the earliest years of childhood as a critical period, 

after which the brain loses much of its faculty (readiness) for assimilating 

new languages. The cognitive approach, increasingly favored by experts in 

language acquisition, emphasizes extemporaneous conversation, 

immersion, and other techniques intended to simulate the environment in 

which most people acquire their native language as children (Chomsky 

1969).       

This study is concerned with the acquisition of the syntax of number 

words in Jordanian colloquial Arabic. Acquiring the syntax and semantics 

of number terms might pose special difficulties for young language 

learners. After all, word learning is facilitated by observation for items 

denoted by the words because the chances of seeing an apple as this word 

is uttered are quite good; the adult may even relevantly point at that visible 

horse, saying “See? That’s a horse.” More generally, cross-situational 

observation is a good clue to the meanings of object terms. In contrast, 

there is obviously no coherence of observed object across usages of the 

word ‘two’; sometimes it is used as if it is a noun and sometimes as if it is 

an adjective (Frege 1974); sometimes it describes heterogeneous sets of 

objects and sometime homogeneous. The child’s task is to recover the less-

than-salient fact in standard uses of ‘two’ in context; there is indeed a 

recurrent property of the environment, namely that the set-size of relevant 



 

entities (whatever their essence) is two. Thought about this way, it seems 

astonishing that number terms are acquired with anything like their 

semantics in the preschool years of life. Yet, it is a fact that 2- and 3-year-

olds use number words in systematic ways, apparently never mistaking 

them for object-reference terms (Shatz & Backscheider 1991), and indeed 

their use of number expressions reveals subtle aspects of numerical 

reasoning (see Gelman & Gallistel 1978). 

          Still, the acquisition of counting procedures that are consistent with 

the counting principles of one-to-one, stable ordering and cardinality 

(Fuson 1988; Gelman & Gallistel 1978; Wynn 1990, 1992), is very 

protracted. Variability across tasks is the rule for children younger than 3 

years (Grinstead et al., 1997). Yet, by the time they are 3½, children 

display a variety of number skills, including the ability to count small sets 

accurately and to estimate numerosity without counting (Gelman & 

Gallistel 1978). This has prompted intense experimentation and theorizing 

about child semantics for quantification and its expression (Carey 2004; 

Gelman 1993; Wynn 1990, 1992a, b). 

There are at least three leading theories of language acquisition 

(Fletcher and MacWhinney 1995): "Imitation Theory, Reinforcement 

Theory, and the "Active Construction of a Grammar" Theory. 

The "Imitation Theory" states that children hear speech around them 

and copy it. When a child is raised in an English speaking environment, 



 

they acquire English, though mistakes such as over-generalization "goed" 

and "bes" are predictable and consistent.                                                                             

The second theory is the Reinforcement Theory, inspired by the 

behaviorist approach- capitalizes on the way in which adults coach children 

when using language by praise and correction.  However, parents may 

sometimes correct the truth of the statement rather than the form. The 

children's mistakes are often rule-governed (by perhaps always adding the 

suffix-ed to form past tense).  

The third theory is the "Active Construction of a Grammar" theory –

which states that rules are hypothesized by the linguistic inputs recognized 

by children's acquiring language; this theory is inspired by the generative 

grammar approach. As children continuously receive language input, their 

language is revised more and more to become a model of adult grammar. 

This accounts for language creativity, i.e. the fact that children can create 

novel sentences unlike those heard from adults.  

1.3. The syntax of number in Arabic 

Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is the written variety of the 

language, common to all literate Arabic speakers in the Arab world, used in 

the media, in literature, at school and for all literate activities, and almost 

exclusively used in its spoken form in the electronic media. It is a unified, 

codified pan-Arab variety of Arabic, the modern descendant of Classical 

Arabic. However, MSA is not the spoken language acquired by children. 



 

Arabic constitutes the classical case of diglossia, which involves a 

highly divergent and often grammatically more complex literary variety, 

usually older than the spoken variety, learnt by formal education and used 

for formal, mostly written purposes (Ferguson 1959). Arabic-speaking 

children acquire the local dialect at home, and learn MSA in school. 

Scholars (Gaber 1966, Mitchell 1980 and Zughoul 1980) view the 

language situation in the Arab world as characterized by the existence of 

three different norms of Arabic: Traditional Classical Arabic, Modern 

Standard Arabic and Different Arabic dialects (i.e. Arabic vernaculars). 

However, there are Arab grammarians and linguists who believe that the 

situation of Arabic is not a mere diglossic or even triglossic situation, but 

as Bakalla (1984:87) states “a spectrum or better still a continuum which 

has at one extreme the purest Classical Arabic and at the other, the purest 

type of colloquial Arabic”. The focus of our discussion here is the 

acquisition of number and agreement in the Jordanian Arabic dialect.  

A dialect, or the vernacular, splits into numerous colloquial dialects. 

Arabs will first acquire a dialect, then learn MSA as a second language, 

according to the level of their education. All speakers, irrespective of their 

level of education, use vernacular dialects for all speech purposes apart 

from religious rituals and other forms of formulaic public speaking.. 

As a whole, the dialects are much simpler than MSA, with fewer 

categories of number and gender on the verb, a lack of case endings, and 



 

the lack of the markers of indicative and subjunctive. In many dialects, the 

system of personal pronouns lacks the contrast between masculine and 

feminine in the plural. 

Arabic has six parts of speech: 

1. Nouns 

Nouns are inflected for gender and number. As for gender, there is a 

masculine and feminine distinction. Most words have both forms (there are, 

however, a few that come only as one or the other, or as both).  In nouns, 

gender may denote the sex of the noun, such as in a male or female teacher, 

or may not, as is the case for paper, which is feminine.  As for number, 

there is a distinction between singular, dual, and plural forms. Thus, for a 

typical noun, this gives us six possible forms that can be used to create a 

word. Table (1) below shows the six possible forms of nouns in Arabic: 

Table (1): Arabic Noun Paradigm 
Gender Masculine feminine 

Singular Mu9allim= a teacher Mu9allimah = a female teacher 

Dual Mu9alliman (2 male teachers 
Mu9allimata:n (2 female 

teachers) 
 

Plural 
 

Mu9allimu:na (male teachers) Mu9allima:t (female teachers) 

 

However, the inflection on nouns of number is often irregular and 

complex. For this group of nouns, simply adding a plural affix to a stem 

does not make the stem plural. The stem requires a different vocalic 

morpheme to be combined with the root. Words that exhibit this 



 

phenomenon are known as broken plurals (not to be confused with the 

broken morphemes mentioned earlier). The rest are referred to as sound 

plurals. Sound plurals are mostly restricted to the class of nouns that 

indicate profession or habits. 

2. Pronouns 

First person pronouns are also inflected for person and number. 

However, unlike nouns, there is no distinction between dual and plural 

forms (thus, nahnu=we, whether referring to two or more speakers). Only 

in the second person are pronouns inflected for gender (?anti = you for 

feminine, while ?anta = you when referring to a masculine addressee). 

Table (2) below shows the pronouns in Arabic: 

Table (2): Arabic Pronoun Paradigm 
Person  Gender  Singular Dual Plural 

first 
masculine 

?ana naħnu naħnu 
Feminine 

second 
masculine ?anta 

?ntuma 
?antum 

Feminine ?anti ?antunna 

third 
masculine huwa 

Huma 
hum 

Feminine hiya hunna 

 

Pronouns may appear as free (huwa=he), bound (minhu=from him), or 

affixed (?axbarahum=he told them).1 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 http://arabic.tripod.com/Pronouns1.htm 



 

3. Verbs 

Like nouns, verbs are inflected for number and gender. However, 

included in this portmanteau affix is person, which can be first, second, or 

third, and aspect, which can be perfective or imperfective. Thus, there are 

sixteen different possible affixes for each verb.  

Interestingly, all of the perfective forms are suffixes, while all 

imperfective forms are either prefixes or broken morphemes. Also, note 

that the vocalic morpheme that binds with the root is different for the 

perfective and imperfective.2 

4. Adjectives 

Adjectives are inflected using a suffix that denotes gender and 

number. Unlike nouns, gender is strictly based on agreement with the 

constituent the adjective modifies. Adjectives also take a definite prefix if 

the noun they modify is definite. 

5. Adverbs 

           Adverbs are uninflected (e.g. huna ‘here’, al?an ‘now’). 

6. Particles 

As with adverbs, particles are uninflected. They are broken into three 

classes: 

a. Prepositions          b. Linkers       c. Conjunction 

                                                 
2 http://arabic.tripod.com/Verbs01.htm 



 

        Number in colloquial Jordanian Arabic, which is the focus of this 

study, can be singular, dual or plural. 

1.3.1 Number in Arabic  

         There are three numbers in Arabic: Singular (mufrad) meaning 

anything up to, and including one, Dual (muthanna) meaning two, and 

Plural (jam9) meaning three or more (Wright 1933: 52; Haywood and 

Nahmad 1962: 40; Nasr 1967: 115). 

1.3.1.1. The singular 

  Singular (mufrad) refers to anything up to, and including one (e.g.  

''kittabun''  ٌكتاب, a book. "rajulun",  ٌرجل, a man. "kuratun"  ٌكرة, a ball).           

1.3.1.2. The dual 

The dual refers to two. It is formed by adding  ِان /-aan/ in the 

nominative and  يــِن /-ayn/ in the other cases. For example: 

''malikun'' ُملك, a king; ''malikaan'' ان  ,two kings'' (masculine, nominative)'' ملك

but ''malikayn''   ِين ملك  two kings (masculine, genitive, accusative), and 

''Malikatun'' ٌة ان''a queen; ''malikataan ,ملك  ,two queens'' (feminine'' ملكت

nominative), ''malikatayn'' ين  ,two queens'' (feminine, genitive'' ملكت

accusative). 

 

 

 



 

1.3.1.3. The plural  

There are three general types of plural forms in Arabic: 

The sound masculine plural (الم ذكر الس  (jam9 almuðakkar al-saalim جمع الم

formed for nouns and adjectives by adding: 

ـونمـ uun/ for nominative case as/ ونَ  عـلـم  /mu9allimuuna/   ''teachers''   and 

ـنَ  ـنَ  yna/ for the genitive and accusative cases as/ يــ    /mu9allimiina/   مـعـلـمـي

"teachers''. 

The sound feminine plural الم )جمع المؤنث الس  jam9 almu?anaθ al-salim) 

formed for nouns and adjectives by adding: 

ـاٌت  aat/ for the nominative case as/ اٌت   "mu9allimaatun/   "teachers/  مـعـلـم

and  ٍات /aatin/ for the genitive and accusative cases as  ـاٍت   مـعـلـم

/mu9allimaatin/    "teachers''. 

The broken plural جمع التكسير (  jam9 al-takseer) is formed by making 

internal changes, sometimes with the addition of prefixes and suffixes. 

Examples:  
 rajulun/ "man"   (singular)/ رجلٌ 
 rijaalun/ "men" (plural)/ رجالٌ 

 kitaabun/ "book" (singular)/ كتابٌ 
 kutubun/   "books" (plural)/   كتبٌ 

 waladun/   "child"    (singular)/    ولدٌ 
 wlaadun/ "children" (plural)?/  أوالدٌ 

 

 



 

Chapter Two 

 Review of Related Literature 

Language acquisition is defined as a natural progression or 

development in the use of language, typified by infants and young children 

learning to talk. Slobin (1979: 74) asserts, "the mental abilities of a little 

child seem to be rather limited in many ways, yet he masters the 

exceedingly complex structure of his native language in the course of short 

three or four years". Language acquisition is typically distinguished from 

intentional study of a language by its informality. It is an unconscious 

(spontaneous) process that occurs when language is used in ordinary 

conversation 3. 

Moreover, Lindfors (1987: 94) reports that Bill Hull once told him 

that "if we taught children to speak, they'd never learn"; so we do not need 

to teach them, because while being exposed to the environment, they build 

for themselves a system for acquiring a language. They try to find out 

patterns, they make hypotheses about these patterns, they test their 

hypotheses, and finally they make generalizations, which undergo constant 

adjustment over time. O'Grady (1987:113) explicates three conditions that 

children need to acquire language: the availability of the required concepts, 

the availability of the relevant experience, and finally the availability of an 

appropriate learning strategy.  

                                                 
3 http://www.enotes.com/nursing-encyclopedia/language-acquisition  



 

Applying this model to number acquisition, we find that the first 

condition will be met if children have access to number as encoded in the 

system (i.e. how number is encoded into nouns, adjectives and verbs, etc.). 

The second situation is satisfied if children are exposed to enough data on 

number in the language they are acquiring. The third condition is met if 

children, using their experience, have the ability to process these numbers 

into a more complex structure. 

Most languages have ways of expressing singular and plural in 

nouns, as in English ‘dog’ and ‘dogs’. Some languages (e.g. Arabic) have a 

''dual'' form for denoting two objects, as in ان  two apples", a case" تفاحت

where plural means more than two (Clark & Clark Herbert 1977: 539). 

The child firstly acquires the general rules (universal grammar) 

which his language shares with all languages (Chomsky and McNeill 

1987:109). For example, the child acquires singular forms before their 

plural counterparts; hence, all languages have singular forms (but not 

necessarily have plural forms as in Chinese). In the same vein, the child 

acquires plural forms before dual forms. Again, the reason is that many 

languages do not have a dual for nouns, verbs and adjectives (Aljbaly 2003: 

57). In the course of time, upon exposure to more forms and patterns, s/he 

keeps modifying his/hers. All in all, such acquisition patterns can be 

accounted for from the innateness point of view (Lindfors: 1987) – a theory 

which puts too much trust in language universals. 



 

Needless to say, number is acquired simultaneously along with the 

other semantic components of language. Hurewitz et al. (2006: p.78) state, 

"it seems astonishing that the number terms are acquired with anything like 

their veridical semantics in the preschool years of life."            

''The rich body of literature dealing with first language acquisition 

has been concerned, to a very large extent, with the unpacking of the notion 

“acquisition” into a set of simpler, smaller notions. This unpacking, in 

leading us to a better understanding of smaller problems, will hopefully 

eventually be followed by a recombination of the puzzle pieces so as to 

enrich the larger picture of language acquisition'' (Polinsky: 2008). 

In the following brief survey, I will follow the same path for the 

acquisition of grammatical number. I see my goal here as twofold: First, to 

acknowledge the existing work on the acquisition of number, highlighting 

its major achievements and emphasizing its main points; and second, to ask 

the pertinent questions as to what needs to be done next. It would be 

impossible to ask these questions without the work that has already been 

accomplished, and the acknowledgment of the findings that are already 

available to us, thus constituting an important step towards future research. 

Nominal number is one of the central noun phrase categories and one 

of the most commonly encountered grammatical categories in the 

languages of the world (Corbet: 2000). In Kilani-Schoch`s detailed study 

(1998), the acquisition of number in French is tackled. This study provides 



 

a description of the acquisition of number by a French speaking child, from 

one year and six months and twenty four days of age, to three years and 

eight days of age, (Sophie) , born in Lausanne (Switzerland). She was 

recorded at home every ten days by her mother, in situations of play and 

looking at picture books. The corpus has been subdivided into 7 periods 

according to the changes which have occurred in the expression of number, 

starting at (1 year, 6 months, 24 days) when the child seems to have started 

to indicate plurality by referring to two or more objects. 

The study showed that the child first expressed number lexically. 

More grammatical means for expressing nominal plural were developed 

only slowly. Plural verb forms appeared even later (two years and five 

months). Moreover, no evidence for morphological processing of number 

was found before the end of the second year. This course of development is 

explained by the structure of the language to be acquired: the acquisition of 

number in the noun depends on the acquisition of the noun phrase, which is 

crucial for the expression of number in French. The acquisition of number 

in the verb is complicated by limited plural marking in a substantial part of 

French conjugation and by its co-symbolization with the category of 

person. Sophie started to express number lexically with the numeral deux 

‘two’. She seemed to use it throughout the corpus as a prototypical (lexical) 

plural marker. This word does not seem to have a distinct numeral 

meaning, but indicated plurality in general. A few instances of plural noun 



 

forms (e.g. chevaux ‘horses’) appeared quite early on, first in the plural 

form only (during period I). More grammatical means of expressing 

number emerged slowly. According to Kilani-Schoch (1998), this must be 

due to the structure of the language to be acquired (French). 

The acquisition of number in the French noun depends on the 

acquisition of the noun phrase which is of utmost importance for the 

expression of number in French. It is related to the (late) development of 

articles. 

Until period IV (2; 4.12 - 2; 5.14), omission of determiners prevailed 

in Sophie’s speech despite first occurrences of grammaticized fillers and 

articles. It is only from the beginning of period IV onwards that the number 

of nominal plural forms outnumbered singular forms in plural contexts. The 

expression of number became richer with differentiation of determiners, 

appearance of plural verb forms, of (redundant) liaison and of agreement. 

There seems to be evidence that the child used plural forms to refer 

to a plurality of entities. In period V (2; 5.27 - 2; 7.5), PL forms are used 

correctly. Period VI was characterized by the development of PL liaisons 

and by certain indeterminacy in the use of these PL liaisons. Pronouns 

abounded, but there was still no evidence for PL morphological rules. It 

was only in period VII (2; 10.17 - 3; 0.8) that errors in PL forms occurred, 

e.g. overgeneralizations which suggest that the child was then developing 

morphological processing of plurality. 



 

Sedlak et al. (1998) report on the early acquisition of number, 

especially of noun plurals, in Austrian German. The data, audio-recorded 

spontaneous speech of an Austrian girl (age 1 year and six months to 3 

years) named Kathi were analyzed and interpreted within the framework of 

Natural Morphology. After an overview of the number system in adult 

German, the acquisition of number by Kathi was discussed. Special 

attention was given to the topic of productivity. 

The analysis of the development of Kathi’s plural production 

revealed that -s plurals were acquired late, and thus confirmed earlier 

studies on the acquisition of plurals by Austrian German children. In 

addition, since the -s plural is the only candidate for being the overall 

default plural, but is less productive in colloquial Austrian German than in 

Northern German varieties, the findings of the study confirm the relevance 

of productivity and disconfirm that of the default status. The study reported 

that productive plurals are acquired earlier and occurred more frequently 

than unproductive plurals.  

The data were collected by Kathi’s mother and Brigitta Müller and 

were transcribed and coded according to the norms of children 

(MacWhinney 1990). The analysis and interpretation of the data were done 

within the theoretical framework of Natural Morphology. 

The study showed that there was considerable, and apparently, 

reciprocal interaction and accommodation between mother and child: in the 



 

beginning, neither mother nor child produced plural forms in the observed 

productions. Later both prefered (e)n-plurals, and to a lesser extent, e-

plurals. Evidently, however, the child’s output did not depend linearly on 

the token frequency of plural allomorphs in the input. Thus, the mother 

produced nearly as many tokens of unproductive er-plurals as of productive 

e-plurals, whereas Kathi displayed a considerable difference in the use of 

the two suffixes. This vouched for the relevance of productivity, or at least 

of type frequency of acquisition. 

Once Kathi has reached the modular phase, analogical 

overgeneralizations became more frequent and the first examples of self-

corrections appeared. This was interpreted by the researchers as an 

indication of increased morphological awareness, of identification of plural 

formation rules and of their productive use. However, Kathi was not yet 

sure about the correct adult restriction of their application. She thus 

overgeneralized the e-plural twice to the feminine Eisenbahn ‘train’ (with 

feminine nouns e-suffixation is unproductive) and to the masculine Elefant 

where the en-plural is productive and where an e-plural is unacceptable in 

adult language, although structurally not completely excluded. Confirming 

earlier studies on the acquisition of plurals by Austrian German children, 

the study suggested that s-plurals are acquired late. According to the 

researchers Kathi produced none, except the plural tantum Pommesfrite and 

the form Zopfzangi-s, which is immediately self-corrected into an -s-less 



 

form (incorrect in adult German, but apparently adequate for Kathi’s stage 

of plural acquisition). The s-plural is the only candidate for the overall 

default plural, but is less productive in colloquial Austrian German than in 

Northern German varieties. The findings of the reported study confirmed 

the relevance of productivity and disconfirmed the relevance of the default 

status. Productivity seems to play an important role for Kathi in the 

acquisition of noun plurals. Productive plurals are acquired earlier and 

occur more frequently than unproductive plurals. 

Pfeiler (1998) conducted a study "on the acquisition of number in 

Yucatec Maya" (a language spoken in Mexico); the data analyzed covered 

a period of (11) months of observation. That data consisted of the speech of 

a young girl, (Sandi) from age 1 year and eleven months to age two years 

and ten months. The recording situation was characterized by a child-

centered speech between mother or interviewer and the child. Therefore, 

from the beginning of recording, there was a large amount of imperative 

verb forms, in the input as well as in Sandi's speech. During the recording 

sessions using picture-books for descriptions, the researcher noticed that 

the child changed the syntactic device and expressed only isolated words in 

a repetitive form. Therefore, those recordings were not considered in the 

reported study. 

With respect to the grammatical category of the plural, the researcher 

suggested that Sandi’s acquisition of nouns and verbs be divided into three 



 

periods: Period I (1; 11 - 2; 3) was characterized by  very low frequency of 

types and tokens of nouns and verbs expressed in their plural forms. Most 

of the expressions were mentioned by the adults during the recording, but 

not in the immediate linguistic context. 

In period II (2; 2 - 2; 6), Sandi developed the plural forms for the 

first and second person. The plural form of the adjective "small", for 

example, was used in agreement with the noun, as well as in the function of 

a noun. It is only in period III (2; 7 - 2; 10.30) that the child began to 

develop morphological processing of plurality concerning the first and 

second person in verbs. Use of the third person, where the referent is 

optionally marked, occurred only when the multiplicity of referents was 

emphasized. 

Given the importance of classifiers in Yucatec Maya, that all lexical 

nouns are unspecified as to unit, this supplementary marking was required. 

The data showed that the child started to use the classifier p’éel 

(+inanimate) very early, i.e. at age (2; 2.15), either in combination with the 

numeral or without the numeral and the following noun. Until age (2; 9) the 

child used classifiers mostly as a demonstrative and anaphoric form. It is 

only at age (2; 10.18) that the child used the numerals in conjunction with 

nouns correctly, i.e., that they always take classifiers. Syntax was also 

respected. The researcher even reported examples with the following word 

order: Numeral + Classifier + Adjective + Lexical Noun: ´um-p´éel chan 



 

tunich “one (+inanimate) little stone”. The lexical nouns which indicate 

animateness were used with the respective classifier túul, as the mass noun 

ha´ "water" is accompanied by the respective mensural classifier p’íit 

”little”. Since plural marking is optional, it cannot be determined if it was 

used correctly or not based only on a linguistic context. It was therefore 

necessary to take the pragmatic context into account. 

In their study about the asymmetry in the acquisition of  number 

terms and quantifiers in English, Hurewitz  et al. (2006) suggested that 

number terms and quantifiers in English  share a range of linguistic 

(syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic) properties. On the basis of these 

similarities, they expected that these two classes of linguistic expression 

pose similar problems to children acquiring language. In their paper, they 

reported the results of an experiment that explicitly compared the 

acquisition of numerical expressions (two, four) and quantificational 

(some, all) expressions in younger and older 3-year-olds. Each group 

showed adult-like preferences for “exact” interpretations when evaluating 

number terms; however, they did not use the corresponding upper bounded 

interpretation when evaluating the quantifier ‘some’. Apparently, children 

followed different procedures for learning and evaluating numerals and 

quantifiers. These findings have implications for theories of number 

representation in child and adult grammars. 



 

  The participants of the study were twenty-six children whose ages 

were 3 to 4 years. They were recruited and tested at daycares in the 

Philadelphia and New Brunswick metropolitan areas. Data from two 

children were excluded from analysis; one left the daycare before 

completing the second session, and the other was unable to answer any of 

the pretest items correctly. 

In their study, the researchers compared the predictions of the 

quantifier bootstrapping hypothesis to the view that number words initially 

map to a preexisting magnitude system, as applied to a small sampling of 

early-acquired number words and quantifiers. The researchers offered a 

brief overview of those areas where quantificational and number terms 

overlap in their semantics and pragmatics, and those areas where they 

diverge. Thereafter, the researchers presented an experiment that 

investigated if 3-year-old children apply identical pragmatic and semantic 

principles to the number words ‘two’ and ‘four’ and the quantifiers ‘some’ 

and ‘all’. The researchers reasoned that if children go through an initial 

stage where quantifiers and numbers are functionally and semantically 

equivalent, they should assign similar interpretations to the two types of 

quantity expressions found in their sample. 

According to the researchers, number terms and quantifiers share a 

range of syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic properties. Syntactically, both 

numbers and quantifiers in English can co-occur with partitives (two/some 



 

of the apples) and precede adjectival modifiers (two/some big apples); 

furthermore, all numbers and many quantifiers have count syntax 

(two/some men). Semantically, both numerals and quantifiers are predicates 

over sets of individuals. Both sets of expressions are internally ordered, that 

is, they form a scale from weaker to stronger elements.  

In the experimental sticker task, children heard sentences with either 

a quantifier (some or all) or number (two or four)—for example, The 

alligator took some/all/two/four of the cookies. Responses were coded by 

the experimenter at the end of the session on the basis of the location of the 

sticker. There were no cases where sticker location was ambiguous. Twelve 

groups of pictures were designed as stimuli; with each related group of 

pictures printed on a single laminated page of a “sticker book”, (each scene 

was in a different quadrant of the page). Each page of pictures contained 

one picture that could be characterized as indicating the complete set, a 

response that indicated a partial set, one where none of the objects were 

affected, and one where the picture contained only the subject of the 

sentence. Each picture page was presented with each of the possible 

quantity expressions, such that all items were run in all conditions (i.e., one 

child would hear the alligator took four of the cookies, whereas another 

would hear the alligator took some of the cookies, etc.). All of the 

sentences used the partitive construction (“[number/quantifier] of the Xs”). 

Four blocked lists were created, such that each list contained all four 



 

quantity words, but in different orders (e.g., some, some, some, four, four, 

four, two, two, two, all, all, all). In each of the two experimental sessions, 

children were run on two of the four item blocks (one number block and 

one quantifier block). After the second session of the sticker task was 

administered, a counting task was conducted, in which children were asked 

how many objects were placed in a bucket. They were presented with 

groups of 1 to 5 objects in a random order. The group of objects remained 

visible throughout each trial.  In addition, responses were recorded after 

each trial. 

 Given the reported pattern of results, the researchers thought that the 

performance of the 3-year-olds in their sticker task most likely reflected a 

semantic or logical value for the quantifier term used. Their findings 

revealed that this value was in fact different for quantifiers and numbers. 

According to the researchers, the converging evidence suggests that despite 

the distributional and semantic similarities between numbers and 

quantifiers, children recognize the disparate characteristics of these 

quantity expressions during early development, prior to the age where they 

can be said to be completely competent with the use rules of the first five 

integers. This does not mean that children lack lower bounded 

interpretations for exact scalars; in fact, the researchers claim that they can 

access “at least” interpretations for both numbers and half. 



 

According to the researchers, the study findings for 3-year old 

children have implications for children’s early conjectures about the 

meanings of number words. Specifically, they are hard to reconcile with the 

hypothesis that number terms and quantifiers start out as a single 

categorical type. Indeed the findings were more consistent with the idea 

that number words are mapped onto a dedicated magnitude system with 

exact semantics (a system which represents exact and unique numerosities). 

Consequently, the researchers suggest that those processes that underlie the 

acquisition of number words are distinct from the mechanisms responsible 

for learning and evaluating (nonnumerical) quantified expressions. Finally, 

results of the reported study have implications for the semantic 

representation of number terms and quantifiers in the adult grammar. 

          Other experiments have explored scalar properties of numbers and 

quantifiers in older preschoolers. Papafragou (2003) and Musolino (2003) 

(cited in Hurewitz et al 2006) presented 5-year-old children with a scenario 

in which a group of three horses jumped over a fence. Children usually 

rejected the statement two of the horses jumped over the fence as a potential 

description of the story; however, under the same conditions, children were 

much less likely to reject the statement some of the horses jumped over the 

fence. That is, these children overwhelmingly accepted lower bounded 

interpretations for quantifiers such as ‘some’ but not for number words 

such as ‘two’ precisely the asymmetry, which surfaced for much younger 



 

children in the study of Felicia Hurewitz and her colleagues, reported 

above. 

A different hypothesis that was explored in Bloom and Wynn's paper 

(1997) is that linguistic cues may play a significant role in children's 

acquisition of number word meaning. Based on the observation that words 

are not typically used in isolation, but usually occur amongst other words, 

within sentences, information provided by how a word is used within a 

sentence can be a rich source of knowledge about its meaning. The 

researchers suggest that there are two general kinds of linguistic cues. One 

type of information is syntactic, where in all languages there are rich 

correspondences between syntax and semantics, and thus the syntactic 

context within which a word occurs will often reflect certain aspects of its 

meaning. This possibility of syntactic cues as a route to word meaning 

acquisition was first raised by Brown (1957) (cited in Bloom and Wynn 

1997), who found that preschoolers are sensitive to whether a word is a 

verb, a count noun, or a mass noun when determining whether it denotes an 

event, an object, or a substance. This finding was extended by Katz, Baker 

& McNamara (1974) (cited in Bloom and Wynn 1997), who found that 

children younger than two are sensitive to the presence or absence of a 

determiner when determining whether a novel word is a name for a kind or 

a proper name. According to the researchers, children's sensitivity to 

syntax-semantics mappings has been explored in the area of verb learning, 



 

and extended to domains such as the acquisition of adjectives and 

prepositions. A second, distinct source of linguistic information about the 

meaning of a word is provided by the semantics of the rest of the sentence. 

Syntactically, the use of  word 'gloobs' in the sentence " I ate several gloobs 

for breakfast yesterday'' , this word within the noun phrase "several gloobs'' 

reveals that it is a plural count noun, which in turn entails that it refers to 

multiple individuals, not to a property, an event, or a spatial relationship, 

and so on. 

The researchers proposed that children's earliest knowledge of 

number word meaning comes through attention to both syntactic and 

semantic linguistic cues, such as the words' ordering relative to other words 

in a sentence, the closed-class morphemes they co-occur with, and the 

count ± mass status of the nouns they modify. The information provided by 

relative order within the noun phrase is best viewed as syntactic, but other 

cues, in particular, those provided by closed-class morphology, are better 

construed as semantic. Although sensitivity to these different linguistic 

cues brings children to their initial stage of number word acquisition 

(knowledge that number words pick out numerosities), the researchers 

suggest that prior to the age of two-and-a-half, a full understanding of the 

meanings of number words is only acquired through a distinct procedure 

that occurs later in development. The researchers provide four linguistic 

cues: the first is that "Number words can be used only with count nouns, 



 

not with mass nouns"; the second cue is that "Number words cannot appear 

with modifiers". The third cue is that "Number words precede adjectives 

within the noun phrase: they cannot follow them", and the last cue is that 

"Number words can occur in the partitive construction" (Bloom and Wynn, 

1997: 516-518). 

The researchers posited that the four linguistic cues above can tell 

children that number words refer to absolute quantities of discrete 

individuals. To test the hypothesis that these four linguistic cues pick out 

number words in both the input to children and in children's own speech, 

the researchers carried out analyses of transcripts of the spontaneous 

speech of children and their parents, the researchers choice of subjects was 

governed by the following considerations:  

(1) The samples from the children had to be prior to the age of about three, 

so as to capture the developmental period identified by Wynn's previous 

study conducted in 1992. 

(2) The samples should begin at a very early age, preferably prior to the age 

of two, so as to capture the onset of number word understanding. 

(3) There should be an adult caretaker in the samples, so they could explore 

the question of whether these linguistic cues are in the input. 

(4) There should be sufficient speech samples to permit within-child 

statistical analyses. 



 

(5) Ideally, the different children and adults should be from data samples of 

different scholars, so as to give them a heterogeneous sample. 

They chose three subjects who met these criteria: Eve, Peter and 

Naomi. Concerning the procedure, the researchers searched for number 

words, adjectives, and quantifiers. They used the number words from ‘two’ 

to ‘ten’. The adjectives chosen are highly frequent in the speech of children 

and adults, as found in previous analyses by other researchers. The 

quantifiers were chosen so as to represent a large sample of different 

semantic types. All utterances containing these words in the speech of the 

children and their mothers were searched for using the clan program of the 

child's system (adopted from MacWhinney & Snow, 1990). The proposal 

in their study motivates a more general perspective on the role of syntax in 

word learning and thereby addresses a central debate within the empirical 

and theoretical literature. The researchers surveyed studies that have 

stressed that syntactic cues play a significant role in word learning, and 

suggested that there are many empirical demonstrations that these cues 

serve to narrow down children's interpretation of the meaning of a novel 

word and to focus them on the appropriate ontological class. On the other 

hand, most aspects of word meaning are not reflected in the syntax, and 

thus no matter how rich the mappings children possess, they cannot solve 

the problem of word learning. According to the researchers, this tension 

motivates a hybrid theory, in which children first use linguistic cues to 



 

determine the broad semantic class of a novel word (kind of individual, 

kind of portion, quantifier, etc.). According to the researchers, this hybrid 

account might nonetheless apply to the learning of nouns and verbs as well; 

it is just that the processes might occur so rapidly that their distinctness is 

impossible to observe. Such a conclusion brings back the claim made at the 

beginning of their article, in which the researchers argued that number 

words are different from words such as object names, in that they refer to 

properties of sets, not to individuals. 

According to the researchers, the argument above, hints at a deeper 

commonalty across different classes of words. It suggests that the child's 

initial grasp of many word meanings is established by attending to their 

roles within sentences and inferring the broad semantic classes that they 

belong to. The rest of word learning is done through a distinct inferential 

process. Thus, the researchers conclude their paper with the remark that in 

some important ways, then perhaps, number words are not so special after 

all. 

 The research about the acquisition of number words is related to the 

studies about agreement in number at all its levels: Article-Noun 

Agreement (e.g. A child is happy, Those children are happy), Adjective-

Noun Agreement (e.g. The boy is serious, The boys are serious), Verb-

Subject Agreement (e.g. I walk, She walks), Demonstrative-Noun 

Agreement (e.g. this book, these books ), Relative Pronoun-Antecedent 



 

Agreement (e.g. the girl who laughs, the boys who play ), Anaphora-

Antecedent Agreement (e.g. We eat our food, He eats his food ), Predicate-

Subject Agreement (e.g. He is young, They are young) and Coordinated 

Word-Antecedent Agreement (e.g. The girl and the boys like apples, They 

and I are teachers ). 

In his paper about the ‘Bare Nouns and Determiner Phrase Number 

Agreement in the Acquisition of Brazilian Portuguese’, (2006) Lopes 

aimed to examine the acquisition of number agreement within the 

Determiner Phrase (DP) and its correlation to a particular parametric 

feature in Brazilian Portuguese (BP), that is, the existence of bare singular 

count nouns in argument position. Some of the questions that the researcher 

addressed in his paper involved the relevant stages are in the acquisition of 

DP structure and number, as well as how children treat bare nouns. The 

researcher hypothesized that children go through three different stages in 

the course of development until convergence to adult grammar. In the first 

stage, the child assumes a default singular value for DPs, with the relevant 

features in D and Number unspecified; the second stage involves number 

distinction which becomes visible when plural is morphologically marked. 

Finally, the third stage involves a parametric marking due to the existence 

of a null determiner in the language, which renders the number feature on 

nouns unspecified in the target-grammar. And he expected to find generic 

sentences with bare arguments in this last stage, which requires an extra 



 

step for children acquiring BP. Spontaneous speech production from two 

children (A. & G.), ages( 1; 8 to 3; 7), were examined and quantified. Data 

from two other children (C. 1; 9. 2; 6 and S. 2; 6. 3; 5) were examined but 

analyzed qualitatively only. All of the children, monolinguals exposed to 

standard BP, are daughters of monolingual parents with graduate-level 

education or beyond the children were taped at home, always in the 

presence of one of the parents, in playful naturalistic situations. Sessions 

lasted from 30 to 60 minutes. 

Only DPs bearing some nominal lexicalized material other than single 

pronouns were analyzed in both argument and predicative positions. The 

researcher hypothesized that different DP structures should be mapped for 

interpretation and that bare nouns are dependent on the predicate they are 

associated with for interpretation. Data were scored for statistical 

significance through chi-square tests. In order to assess children’s 

comprehension of generic sentences, as well as their preference for a 

singular or a plural anaphora recovering the BNs in such sentences, the 

kind of data lacking from their production, a truth-value judgment task was 

applied to 9 children (mean age 3; 1). Data gathered from 2 children were 

disregarded due to performance at chance level. The acceptance of the 

plural anaphora was considered indicative of their having figured out that 

Number is an optional head within the DP in the language. The reported 

results showed a very instigating relation between the onset of production 



 

of generic sentences as a posterior event to the production of overt plural 

marking on DPs. On the other hand, the experiment showed that, although 

children interpret generic sentences as such, they still oscillate between a 

singular and a plural anaphora as options for the recoverability of the 

generic BN (bare nouns). 

In this chapter the researcher aimed at providing a reflective 

summary of the reviewed series of papers. Most of them, it is clear, are 

longitudinal, of one or more children, recording samples of the child's 

spontaneous speech in interaction with his or her caretaker/s. The present 

study will not, however, be longitudinal because such a study requires 

intensive intrusion into the private family life of the subjects, for a regular 

longitudinal study is generally only practicable for one's own children, or 

for a child of a very close friend or relative. However, the present study 

will benefit from some of the methods and procedures adopted in those 

studies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Chapter Three 

Methods and Procedures 

This chapter is mainly concerned with the methods and procedures 

used in this study. The purpose, the significance, the hypothesis, the 

questions, and the limitations of the study are highlighted in this chapter. It 

also includes a description of the population of the study, the sample of the 

study (and the sampling method), description of the study procedures as 

well as the preparation of the study instruments. Testing the validity, 

consistency of the instruments, and the statistical methods used by the 

researcher are also included. 

   3.1. Statement of the Problem and Purpose of the Study 

The researcher has noticed that Arab children (aged between 3 and 6) 

use number in a number of ways, like: 

.كعكات ناثني, نكعكتي, كعكات, كعك   (Cake (Noun)) 

(cakes, two cakes, cakes two). 

بنات طوال /والد, بنتين طوال/ولدين, بنت طويلة, ولد طويل (Tall (Adjective)) 

(a tall boy. a tall girl, two boys/girls tall, tall boys/girls).  

بنات بيكتبوا/والد, وابنتين بيكتب/ولدين, بنت بتكتب, ولد بيكتب (Write (Verb)) 

(a boy/girl is writing, two boys/girls are writing, boys/girls are writing).     

The purpose of the present study is twofold: I aim to shed further 

light on how Jordanian children "grammaticalize" number (e.g. singular, 



 

dual and plural). I also hope to explore how age and gender (as independent 

variables) intersect in the course of number acquisition. 

   3.2. Significance of the Study 

This study is an investigation of First Language Acquisition of 

number words and number agreement markers by children who are native 

speakers of Jordanian Arabic. The two structural areas were chosen 

because: 

a) Agreement and number, as basic components of language, provide rich 

data for syntax-semantics interface. 

b) They are acquired early, so they provide information on language 

acquisition and language development. 

c) Most importantly, number and agreement are essential components for 

communication even at very early stages, so they provide data on language 

usage (and language simplification strategies). 

The acquisition of number in Arabic has not as yet, we feel, received 

enough attention from researchers. Many researchers have discussed the 

acquisition process but in different fields. For example, Alqassas (2006) 

discusses "Jordanian children's acquisition of Arabic metaphoric language". 

Al-Qudah (2003) discusses "acquisition of selected phrasal verbs by 

English majors of Yarmouk University in Jordan", but actually no one has 

yet discussed the way in which Arab children acquire grammatical number. 



 

Needless to say, they have been extensively studied in English (and, 

of course, other languages). This investigation contributes, it is  hoped, 

further to our understanding of First Language Acquisition processes  in a 

new linguistic environment—Jordanian Arabic. 

      3.3. Research Questions 

This study will address the following questions: 

1- Is there a correlation between the children's use of number words and 

their use of number agreement markers? 

2- Is there a statistically significant difference in the acquisition of number, 

and number agreement markers by children that can be attributed to the 

variable of age? 

3- Is there a statistically significant difference in the acquisition of number 

and number agreement markers by children that can be attributed to the 

variable of gender? 

3.4. Variables of the Study: 

The study variables are as follows: 

A- The dependent variables include: 

1- Using number words. 

2- Using number agreement markers 

a. in nouns 

b. in verbs  



 

c. in adjectives 

B- The independent variables include: 

1- Age: which consisted of three age groups: 

a. Between three and less than four years of age 

b. Between four and less than five years of age 

c. Between five and less than six years of age  

2- Gender: males vs. females. 

3.5. Limitations of the Study  

The populations to which the findings of this study may be 

generalized are normal Jordanian children who were born and raised in Al-

Mafraq- a geographical district in the north-east of Jordan. However, it is 

worth mentioning that mentally retarded children and bilinguals (children 

exposed to another language) are excluded from the investigation.           

3.6. Population of the Study 

The population of the study includes all the Jordanian preschool 

children whose ages range between three and six, in private kindergartens. 

The estimated number is (90591) in the year 2007/ 20084.   

3.7. Sample of the Study 

          The sample of the study includes (60) male and female children, (30) 

males and (30) females, from the kindergarten of the Islamic school in 

                                                 
4 Cited from www.moe.gov.jo  

  



 

AlMafraq Governorate in Jordan. The researcher applies the simple random 

sampling method. 

3.8. Tools of the Study 

   3.8.1 The tasks 

To conduct this study, the researcher used two main tasks: Ask/Tell 

Pictures and Activity-Description Task. The tasks were administered in 

Jordanian colloquial Arabic.   

1. Ask/Tell Pictures 

In the ask/tell pictures description task, the subjects were presented 

with a set of 14 pictures prepared by the researcher for this goal. The 

purpose of this task was to investigate the subjects' ability to produce 

number words (e.g. د ين, واح الث, اثن ث ) (one, two, three), as well as nouns 

inflected for number agreement (e.g. ا, أرنب واحد ثالث سمكات, نزرافت ) (one 

rabbit, two girraffes, three fish). This task was carried out in classrooms, 

preceded, of course, by an introductory conversation in which the 

researcher introduced herself to the child, asked him/her about his/her 

name, age, etc. 

    2. Activity-Description Task 

In the activity-description task, participants were asked to describe a 

number of activities, designed by the researcher and acted by the children 

in the classroom at the time. All activities would hopefully elicit children's 



 

use of verbs and adjectives (as well as nouns of course) inflected for 

number. The activities vary in complexity, so that enough data could be 

obtained. 

    3. Tape Recording 

Children's responses were tape-recorded and transcribed by the 

researcher. However, in order to get children to talk spontaneously, the 

administration of the tasks and the children's responses were recorded 

without the children's attention to the existence of the recorder. The school 

administration permission was taken prior to administering the tasks. 

3.9. Analyzing Children's Responses 

The researcher analyzed the content of the children's responses in 

terms of number agreement and number inflection markers.  Each utterance 

was analyzed; each occurrence was registered separately. Frequencies were 

calculated in each task. In order to ascertain consistency of analysis, the 

researcher analyzed the utterances twice, with a time interval between the 

two analyses. Finally, the consistency coefficient was measured using Chi-

Square Test. 

    3.9.1 Statistical Analysis 

To statistically analyze the effect of both the age and gender 

variables on the acquisition of number and number agreement markers the 

researcher used frequency and percentage. The researcher also carried out 



 

'Chi-Square Test' to find out whether there are statistically significant 

differences in the acquisition of number and number agreement markers 

due to age and gender variables. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Chapter Four 

Findings and Discussion 

This chapter mainly presents an analysis of the data collected for the 

purpose of the study. It presents the findings of the study. Concisely, 

concerns itself with (1) how Jordanian children use number and number 

agreement markers together, (2) how they use number and number 

agreement markers with different parts of speech (e.g. nouns, verbs and 

adjectives), and (3) how age influences number and number agreement 

markers in the part of speech, and (4) how gender intersects with number 

and number agreement markers in the different parts of speech (e.g. noun, 

verb and adjective).  

As mentioned in chapter three, the main foci of this study are:  

1- Is there a correlation between the children's use of number words 

(e.g. د ت, ول بن ,''boy, girl'') and their use of number agreement markers 

(e.g. مؤدبة, مؤدب , ''polite'')? 

2- Is there a statistically significant difference in the acquisition of number 

(e.g. د بنت, ول , ''boy, gir'l'') and number agreement markers (e.g. ة, مؤدب  مؤدب , 

''polite'') by children that can be attributed to the variable of age? 

3- Is there a statistically significant difference in the acquisition of number 

(e.g. د  بنت, ول , ''boy, girl'') and number agreement markers (e.g. ة, مؤدب   مؤدب

''polite'') by children that can be attributed to the variable of gender? 



 

4.1. Using Number words and Number Agreement Markers 
together 
 

When communicating, children use number (e.g. ي, كعكات كعكات ناثن ) 

(two cakes, cakes) to express the quantity that they want. A singular word 

refers to one person or thing; and plural word refers to more than two. 

However, an Arabic word can also be dual, i.e. a noun that refers to two 

persons or things.  

In her article 'Using Number Words', Cadena (2007) asserts that the 

concept of 'one' and 'two' simply means a single item or multiple items. It is 

difficult for very small children (under 3 years) to understand the concept 

of counting past the number 'three' as a representation of the number of 

objects present.5  

The findings of this study show that only few children fail to use 

number in nouns correctly as in 'ين '' or 'شوية ت ي  ر نت كثي '' ''some/many figs'' 

instead of 'أربع تينات' ''four figs'', for example.  

On the other hand, the findings also show that most children use 

number agreement markers correctly with nouns (e.g. ' ب  د أرن واح , one 

rabbit'', ' ين ات' ,'two ducks ,بطت ع تين د بيوكل .four figs'), with verbs (e.g ,أرب  a ,ول

boy is eating ,  وكلن ين بي بنت , two girls are eating''), and with adjectives 

(e.g. قديم تبي, طاولة قديمة ' , "قلمين حلوات رتبين' ,'بنات مؤدبات' ,'  ,old/new house) ('والد م

two nice pens, polite girls, tidies boys). 
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To answer the first question, which is "Is there a correlation 

between the children's use of number words and their use of number 

agreement markers?" Pearson coefficients correlation values between the 

two variables were computed as shown in Table (3) below: 

Table (3): Pearson coefficients correlation values between the children's use of number words and 
their use of number agreement markers  

Variable 
Correlation 

value 
Using number agreement markers "nouns" 0.96** 

Using number agreement markers "verbs" 0.98** 

Using number agreement markers "adjectives" 0.94** 

               (**Correlation is significant at ( < 0.05) level (2-tailed). 

Table (3) Shows that there is a significant high positive correlation between 

the children's use of number words (e.g.ثالث ''three'') and their use of 

number agreement makers (e.g. والد ''boys'') with (0.96) in nouns, (0.98) in 

verbs, and (0.94) in adjectives. This is tantamount to saying that the part of 

speech (e.g. verb, noun, adjective) is not decisive for number and number 

agreement markers partnership. 

This finding goes in tandem with the results of Bloom and Wynn 

(1997), Sedlak et al. (1998), and Katz et al.  (1974), which all indicate that 

there are significant high positive correlation between the children's use of 

number words and their use of number agreement markers. 

4.1.1. Using Number and Number Agreement Markers in 
Nouns  
 

Nouns are the names of things, whether objects, people, or places. 

Nouns in Arabic are either masculine or feminine. Grossly speaking, if a 



 

(singular) noun ends in a 'ta marbuuta' (ة ,ـ ة  ), it is feminine, and if it does 

not end in a 'ta marbuuta', it is masculine. However, there are exceptions 

such as "ار  land", which are all'' ''أرض" ,''sun'' ''شمس" ,"sky'' ''سما" ,"fire'' ''ن

feminine, yet they do not end in a 'ta marbuuta'.  

 
4.1.1.1 Using Number and Number Agreement Markers in 
Nouns According to Age 
 

In this study, it has turned out that most of the subjects use number 

agreement markers in nouns correctly. In singular nouns, most children, 

aged between 5 to less than 6 years, produce number with confirmation 

words (e.g. 'كاسة وحدة' 'one glass'). Specifically, sixteen children (out of 20) 

use this pattern. On the other hand, children, aged between 4 - less than 5 

years, typically produce number without confirmation words (only five 

children said 'كاسة وحدة' while fifteen children said ' كاسة' 'glass'). Children 

aged between 3-less than 4 years rarely produced number with 

confirmation words (only two children said 'كاسة وحدة' 'one glass' while 

eighteen child said 'كاسة' 'a glass'). Table (4) below shows the derived 

statistical results:  

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table (4): Chi-Square Test, Frequencies and percentages value for singular nouns according to age 
variable. *(Significant at ( = 0.05) 

Singular Noun 

Noun 
3- less than 4 year 

(n=20) 

4- less than 5 year 

(n=20) 

5- less than 6 year 

(n=20) Chi2
 Sig 

frequency percentage frequency percentage frequency Percentage 

ħişan 
(horse) 

9 45.00% 15 75.00% 3  15.00% 8.00  *0.01

ħişan waħid 
(one horse) 

11  55.00% 5  25.00% 17 85.00% 6.545 *0.03

?arnab 
(rabbit) 

18  90.00% 16  80.00% 2 10.00% 12.057 *0.02

?arnab 
waħid
(one rabbit) 

2  10.00% 4 20.00% 18 90.00% 16.880 *0.00

kasih 
(glass) 

18 90.00% 15  75.00% 4  20.00% 8.811 *0.01

kasih 
waħdih
(one glass) 

2  10.00% 5 25.00% 16 80.00% 14.172 *0.00

kursy 
(chair) 

11 55.00% 15 75.00% 2 10.00% 9.50 *0.00

kursy waħid
(one chair) 9 45.00% 5 25.00% 18  90.00% 8.313 0.16 

samakih 
(fish) 

12 60.00% 15 75.00% 2 10.00% 9.586 *0.00

samakih 
waħdh

(one fish)  
8 40.00% 5 25.00% 18  90.00% 8.968 *0.01

 

Table (4) above shows that there are two ways to describe singular 

nouns: with confirmation word like "دة  one glass'' or without" "كاسة وح

confirmation word like "كاسة" ''a glass''. Children aged between 4-less than 

5 years have disorder in the acquisition of number. For instance, fifteen 

children from second group of age said "حصان" ''horse'', whereas nine 

children from the first group of age and three children from the third group 

of age said "حصان" ''horse''. Another example, fifteen children from second 



 

group of age said "سمكة" ''a fish'' without confirmation word as "سمكة وحدة" 

''one fish'', whereas twelve children from the first group of age and two 

children from the third group of age. This May be due to social and 

environmental factors. However, children aged between 5-less than 6 years, 

use the two patterns but less than the first and second group of age. That is 

to say, when children grow up their skills of using number word get better. 

As for dual nouns, children (aged between 3-less than 4 years) use 

number words in three ways:  'ين' ,'بطة بطة ين' and ,'بطة ثنت  ,duck-duck) 'بطت

duck-two, two ducks). Although the same patterns are used by children 

aged between 4-less than 5 years, they were not as frequent. However, 

children aged between 5-less than 6 years, use only one pattern to express 

dual nouns, namely ''ين  two ducks''. Table (5) below summarizes the'' ''بطت

findings: 

 
Table (5): Chi-Square Test, Frequencies and percentages value for dual nouns according to age variable. 
*(Significant at ( = 0.05) 

Dual Noun

Noun 
3- less than 4 year (n=20) 4- less than 5 year 

(n=20)
5- less than 6 year 

(n=20) Chi2
 Sig 

frequency percentage frequency percentage frequency Percentage
baŧŧah θintyin
(duck two) 

9 45,00% 7  70,00% 0  00.00% 0.25  0.61 

baŧŧah baŧŧah 
(duck-duck) 

5 60,00% 3  15,00% 0 00.0% 0.50 0.48 

baŧŧitiin
(two ducks) 

6 65,00% 10 50,00% 20  100,00% 8.66 *0.01

jajih jajih
(chicken-
chicken) 

5  60,00% 3  15,00% 0 00.00% 0.50 0.48 

jajtiin
(two chickens) 

15 75,00% 17 85,00% 20 100,00% 0.73 0.69 

tufaħa tufaħa
(apple-apple) 

5 25,00% 4 20,00% 1 5,00% 2.909 0.23 



 

tufaħtiin
(two apples) 

15 50,00% 16 40,00% 19 95,00% 0.653 0.72 

zarafih θintyin
(two giraffes) 

3 15,00% 1  5.00% 0  00.00% 1.00 0.31 

Zarafih zarafih
(giraffe-
girraffe) 

6 30,00% 2 10,00% 1 5,00% 4.66 0.09 

Zaraftiin
(two giraffes)  

11 55,00% 17 85,00% 19 95,00% 3.21 0.33 

 

As for plural nouns, children use number words in three ways " , شوية

ر ين'' ,and the number of things, for instance (some, many) كثي  some ,شوية ت

figs'', '' ع  ات أرب تين , four figs'', '' ر,  ين كثي ت , many figs''. Children, aged between 

3-less than 6 years, produced the following ' سمكات ثالث ' 'three fish', ' سمكات

ة ة' ,'three boys' 'ثالث والد' ,'fish three' 'ثالث  boys-three', as shown in' 'والد ثالث

table (6) below: 

Table (6): Chi-Square Test, Frequencies and percentages value for plural nouns according to age variable. 
*(Significant at ( = 0.05) 

 

Plural Noun 

Noun 

3- less than 4 year 
(n=20) 

4- less than 5 year 
(n=20)

5- less than 6 year 
(n=20) 

Chi2
 Sig frequen

cy 
percentag

e 
frequenc

y 
percentage frequency Percentage 

θalaθ 
samakaat 
(three fish) 

8  40,00% 15 75.00% 18 90,00% 3.854  0.14 

samakaat 
θalaθih 
(fish three) 

12 60,00% 5 25,00% 2 10,00% 8.316 *0.01 

θalaθ uwlad 
(three boys) 

9 45,00% 16 80,00% 18 90,00% 2.714 0.25 

uwlad θalaθih 
(boys three)  

11 55,00% 4 20,00% 3 15,00% 6.33 *0.04 

ŝwayt tyin 
(some figs) 

16 80,00% 2 10,00% 1 5,00% 22.21 *0.00 

?rba9 tinat 
(four figs) 

2 10,00% 16 80,00% 18 90,00% 12.66 *0.02 

tyin ekθiir 
(many figs) 2 10,00% 2 10,00% 0 0.00% 0.40 0.81 



 

 

Table (6) shows that children use the same plural noun but in 

different word order. In fact, they sometimes produce the noun before the 

number (samakaat θalaθih) (fish-three) and, the other times, they use the 

number before the noun (θalaθ samakaat, ‘’three fish’’). However, in both 

cases they used the number correctly. The researcher has observed that the 

children pronounce the first thing that attracts them. Therefore, sometimes 

they put the noun before the number and other times they put the number 

before noun. 

Another interesting observation is that when children need to use any 

number above three (e.g. four, five, etc.), they would choose to use the 

quantifiers instead of numbers. To illustrate, the children produce 

something like ‘شوية تين, some figs’, ‘توت كثير, many berry’, ‘ر  many ,بطاطا كثي

potatoes’ instead of ‘’ات ع تين “ ,’’four figs ,أرب اتتسع  توت , nine berries”, “ سبع

 .seven potatoes”. However, this pattern tends to decline with age ,بطاطات

For example, children, aged between 3-less than 4 years, tend to use 

quantifiers more than children aged between 4-less than 6 years did. As 

baŧŧaŧŧa ekθiir 
(many 
potatoes) 

19 95,00% 15 75.00% 5 25,00% 8.00 *0.01 

sab9 baŧaŧat 
(seven 
potatoes) 

1 5,00% 5 25,00% 15 75,00% 14.85 *0.00 

tisi9 twtat 
(nine berries) 

-  00,00% 5 25,00% 5 25,00% 0.00 1.00 

twt ekθiir 
(many 
berries) 

20 
 
 

100.00% 
 

15 
 

75,00% 15 75,00% 1.00 0.60 



 

shown in table (6). Hurewitz et al. (2006) asserts that all number and many 

quantifiers have count syntax (two/some men). Therefore, the researcher 

has found in the first and second groups of age that the quantifiers were the 

alternatives of number. Probably, the reason is that quantifiers (e.g. some, 

few, a lot, etc.) are more flexible and easier than count number (e.g. six, 

seven, eight, etc.). 

These findings seem to be consistent with Hurewitz et al. (2006), 

Papafragou (2003), and Musolino (2003) (cited in Hurewitz et al 2006). 

They all argue that children overwhelmingly accept lower bounded 

interpretations for quantifiers such as ‘some’ but not for number words 

such as ‘two’ precisely the asymmetry in the acquisition of number terms 

and quantifiers in English. 

The researcher proposes that the age variable may affect of using 

number words and number agreement markers in singular, dual and plural 

words. To this end, the percentages of each age group’s use of number 

words and number agreement markers have been worked out. 

To study the effect of the age variable, the frequency and 

percentages for the children’s’ responses are computed. The results are 

shown in table (7): 

 

 

 



 

Table (7): Chi-Square Test, Frequencies and percentage value for singular, dual and plural nouns 
according to age variable. *(Significant at ( = 0.05) 

Noun 
3- less than 4 year 

(n=20) 

4- less than 5 year 

(n=20) 

5- less than 6 year 

(n=20) Chi2
 *Sig. 

frequency percentage frequency percentage frequency Percentage 

Singular  13,9 69,50% 7,8 39,00% 2,9 14,50% 43.65 *0.00

Dual  11,64 58,18% 7,55 37,73% 3,73 18,64% 23.85 *0.00

Plural  11,93 59,64% 6,93 34,64% 2,50 12,50% 34.32 *0.00

 
Table (7) shows that there are observed differences among the 

frequencies of the participants’ responses according to their age. To test the 

significance of these differences, Chi-Square Test is used. The results show 

that there are significant differences between the frequency of the 

participants’ responses on the singular nouns, dual nouns and plural nouns 

in favor of the third group (3-less than 4 year). This table shows that 

children linguistic skills are more developed in the second and third age 

groups than in the first age group. That is to say, children’s cognitive 

abilities develop as they grow up, i.e. children’s mastery of number words 

seems to approximate the adult’s language competency as they move from 

one age group into the next. 

4.1.1.2 Using Number and Number Agreement Markers in 
Nouns According to Gender 

 
The researcher sets out with the belief that there are gender 

differences in using number. Therefore, some statistical analyses 

(frequencies and percentages) are carried out to show whether such 



 

assumption comes to be true. Furthermore, a chi-square value is used to 

show whether differences related to gender are statistically significant. 

To see the effect of the gender variable, frequency and percentages 

for the children’s responses in acquiring number, and number agreement 

markers according to their gender were computed, as shown in table (8): 

Table (8): Chi-square Test, Frequencies and percentage value for singular, dual and plural 
nouns according to gender.*(Significant at ( = 0.05). 

Noun 
Male  (n=30) Female  (n=30) 

Chi2
 Sig. 

frequency Percentage frequency percentage 

Singular Noun 18 60.00% 14.4 48.00% 18.450 *0.00

Dual noun 13.73 45.76% 9.09 30.30% 25.25  *0.00

Plural noun 15.42 51.39% 11.58 38.61% 32.67 *0.00

 

Table (8) then shows that there are in fact differences between the 

frequencies of the participants’ responses according to their gender. To test 

the significance of these differences, Chi-Square Test was used. The data in 

this table show that in singular nouns, the frequency is 18 for males and 

14.4 for females. That’s to say, there are two ways to describe singular 

noun; with confirmation word like “كاسة وحدة” ‘’one glass’’ or without 

confirmation word like “كاسة” ‘’a glass’’ (as shown in table (4)). Here 

female use ways less than males. We can remark that by comparison of 

percentages for males and females in using singular nouns; the percentage 

is 60% for males and 48% for females. As for dual nouns, there are three 

ways to describe dual noun, for instance to describe dual noun as 

احتين“ “ children use number words in three ways ,(two apples)”تف , تفاحة تفاحة



 

ين احتين, تفاحة ثنت "تف ” ‘’apple-apple, apple two, two apples’’ (see table (5) 

above). Moreover, the researcher observed that females use less ways than 

males. According to table (8) above, the frequency of dual nouns for males 

is 13.73, and 9.09 for females. In addition, the percentage for males is 

45.76% and 30.30% for females. That is to say, the alternatives for the 

same dual nouns decrease.  

In addition, as for plural nouns children use number words in three 

ways “ ر, شوية كثي ’’ (some, many) and the number of things, (as shown in 

table (6)), for instance, "ين ر, شوية ت ين كثي ع, ت ات أرب "تين (some/many figs, four 

figs). Table (8) above shows that the frequency of plural for males is 15.42, 

and for females 11.58, and the percentage for males is 51.39% and for 

females 38.61%. Thus, the result shows there are statistically significant 

differences between the frequency and percentage of the participants’ 

responses on the “singular nouns and dual nouns and plural nouns” in favor 

of females. 

One explanation for these findings can be attributed to the belief that 

females are more meticulous in language use than males. Halpern (1967) 

(cited in Wolf& Gow, 1985) asserts that “girls, on average, score higher on 

tasks that require rapid access to and use of phonological and semantic 

information in long-term memory, production and comprehension of 

complex prose, fine motor skills, and perceptual speed”. Similarly, 

Maccoby (1966) finds that during preschool females perform better on 



 

most aspects of verbal performance. Gardner (1999) asserts that female 

abilities (especially oral language abilities) are less marked in language 

acquisition.  

4.1.2. Using Number and Number Agreement Markers in 
verbs 
 

A verb is a word that usually denotes an action (bring, read), an 

occurrence (decompose, glitter), or a state of being (exist). The verb may 

also agree with the person, gender, and/or number6. It often agrees with its 

subject in person, number and gender. If the subject is singular, the verb is 

marked as singular (e.g. ‘د يأكل  if the subject is dual ,(the boy is eating) (الول

the verb must be marked as dual (e.g. ‘أكالن دان ي  the two boys are) (الول

eating), and if the verb is plural the verb must be marked as plural (e.g. 

‘ األوالد يأكلون(  (the boys are eating). 

In this study, it has turned out that there are no dual structures in 

children’s language; they use plural forms instead of the dual forms in 

verbs regardless whether the subject is feminine or masculine. They 

produce ‘وا ‘ ,(two boys are playing)’ولدين بيلعب ين بيلع بنبنت ’ or ‘وا ين بيلعب  two) ’بنت

girls are playing). In addition, some children, aged between 3-less than 6 

years, use the masculine for the feminine; for instance, they would say ‘ بنتين

وا وا‘ ,(two girls are playing) ’بيوكل ات بيوكل  See appendix) (girls are eating )’بن

(3 and 4)). 

                                                 
6 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Verb 



 

4.1.2.1 Using Number and Number Agreement Markers in 
Verbs According to Age 
            

To study the effect of the age variable, the frequencies and 

percentages for the children’s responses are computed. The results are 

shown in table (9) below: 

Table (9): Chi-Square Test, Frequencies and percentage value for singular, dual and plural verbs 
according to age. *(Significant at  = 0.05) 

Verbs 

3- less than 4 year 

 (n=20) 

4- less than 5 year  

(n=20) 

5- less than 6 year 

(n=20) 

Chi2 Sig. 

frequency percentage frequency percentage frequency Percentage  

Singular 14.25 71.25% 7.5208 37.60% 2.5625 12.81% 22.346 0.439

Dual  00.00 00.00% 00.00 00.00% 00.00 % 00.00 -- -- 

Plural 13.17 65.83% 8.31 41.53% 2.86 14.31% 10.840 0.211

 

Table (9) shows that there are observed differences among the frequencies 

and percentages of the participants’ responses on verbs according to their 

age. To test the significant of these differences, Chi-Square Test was used.  

         Based on the data shown in this table, the percentage of children who 

are able to produce singular verbs is 12.81% of children of the third age 

group, and this percentage increases to 37,60% in the second age group. 

Then it increases again to reach 71.25% in the first age group. That is to 

say, when children grow up their ability of using number and number 

agreement markers get better and develop. For instance, seventeen child 

from the third group said ‘بنت بتشرب’(girl is drinking), fifteen children from 



 

the second group said the same, and fourteen children said the same thing 

from the first group. As shown in table (10) below: 

Table (10): Chi-Square Test, Frequency and percentage value for singular verbs according to age 
variable 

Singular verb 

Singular 
verb 

3- less than 4 year 
(n=20) 

4- less than 5 year 
(n=20)

5- less than 6 year 
(n=20) Chi2

 Sig 
frequency percentage frequency percentage frequency Percentage 

ħakðint btib
(girl is 
laughing) 

16 80.00% 17 85.00% 18  90.00% 

0.784 0.676
 ħakðti intb

(girl is 
laughing) 

4 20.00% 3 15.00% 2  10.00% 

bint btiŝrab
(girl is 
drinking) 

14  70.00% 15  75.00% 17 85.00% 

1.304 0.521
bint tiŝrab
(girl is 
drinking) 

6 30.00% 5 25.00% 3 15.00% 

bint btiŝtarii
(girl is 
buying) 

15 75.00% 16 80.00% 17 85.00% 0.625 0.732

bint tiŝtarii
(girl is 
buying) 

5 25.00% 4 20.00% 3 15.00%   

bint btibkii
(girl is 
crying) 

16 80.00% 17 85.00% 17 85.00% 

0.240 0.887
bint tibkii
(girl is 
crying) 

4 20.00% 3  15.00% 3 15.00% 

ħakðwalad bi
(boy is 
laughing) 

18 90.00% 16 80.00% 18 90.00% 

1.154 0.562
akħðwalad yi

(boy is 
laughing) 

2 10.00% 4 20.00% 2 10.00% 

walad biŝrab
(boy is 
drinking) 

18 90.00% 17 85.00% 17 85.00% 

0.288 0.866
walad yiŝrab
(boy is 
drinking) 

2 10.00% 3  15.00% 3 15.00% 

walad biŝtarii 
(boy is 
buying) 

17 85.00% 16 80.00% 16 80.00% 0.223 0.895



 

walad yiŝtarii
(boy is 
buying) 

3 15.00% 4 20.00% 4 20.00% 

walad bibkii
(boy is 
crying) 

16 80.00% 16 80.00% 18 90.00% 

0.960 0.619
walad yibkii
(boy is 
crying) 

4 20.00% 4 20.00% 2 10.00% 

 

Moreover, the percentage of children who are able to produce plural 

verbs is 65.83% of children in the first age group, and this percentage 

decreases to 41.53% in the second age group. Then it decreases again to 

reach 14.31% in the third age group. For instance, eighteen children from 

the third group said ‘بكن ات بي  and seventeen children ,(girls are crying)’بن

from second group said the same thing, whereas sixteen children said the 

same thing from the first group. Other children said ‘وا ات ببك  girls are)’بن

crying), as shown in table (11) below: 

Table (11): Chi-Square Test, Frequency and percentage value for plural verbs according to age 
variable 

Singular verb 

Plural verb 
3- less than 4 year 

(n=20) 
4- less than 5 year 

(n=20)
5- less than 6 year 

(n=20) Chi2
 Sig 

frequency percentage frequency percentage frequency Percentage
banat biŝrabin 
(girls are 
drinking) 

17  85.00% 18 90.00% 18 90.00% 

0.323 0.851
banat biŝrabuu 
(girls are 
drinking) 

3 15.00% 2 10.00% 2 10.00% 

banat biŝtarin 
(girls are 
buying) 

16 80.00% 16 80.00% 17 85.00% 

0.223 0.895
banat biŝtaruu 
(girls are 
buying) 

4 20.00% 4 20.00% 3 15.00% 

banat bibkin 
(girls are crying) 16 80.00% 17 85.00% 18 90.00% 0.784 0.676



 

banat bibkuu 
(girls are crying) 

4 20.00% 3 15.00% 2 1000% 

wlad biðħakuu 
(boys are 
laughing) 

20 100.00% 20  100.00% 20 100.00% 

-- -- 
wlad biŝrabuu 
(boys are 
drinking) 

20 100.00% 20 100.00% 20 100.00% 

wlad biŝtaruu 
(boys are 
buying) 

20 100.00% 20 100.00% 20  100.00% 
-- -- 

wlad bibkuu 
(boys are crying) 

20 100.00% 20 100.00% 20 100.00% 

 

Percentages, in table (11), assert that the third age group produces 

singular verbs and plural verbs more efficiently than first and second age 

groups.  

  However, none of the children in the first, second and third age 

groups produce dual verbs, as shown in table (11). Hence, table (11) shows 

that there are no significant differences among the frequencies of the 

participants’ responses on the “singular verbs, and plural verbs”. The 

researcher has observed that the third age group (5- less than 6 years) can 

use singular and plural verbs better than the first and second age group. In 

fact, this finding once more asserts that children's linguistic skills are more 

developed in the second and third age groups than in the first age group. 

This result consolidates the findings of Bloom and Wynn’s (1997), 

Papafragou, (2003), Musolino (2003), Sedlak et al. (1998), which all 

indicated that older children acquire a better grasp of number usage. 

 



 

4.1.2.2 Using Number Agreement Markers in Verbs 
According to Gender 

 
As mentioned before, the researcher assumes that there are gender 

differences in using number words and number agreement markers. 

Moreover, to study the effect of the gender variable, frequencies and 

percentages for the children’s responses are computed. The results are 

shown in table (12) below: 

 
Table (12): Chi-Square Test, frequencies and percentages value for singular, dual and plural verbs 
according to gender variable 

Noun 
Male  (n=30) Female  (n=30) 

Chi2
 *Sig. 

frequency percentage frequency percentage 

Singular   15.15 50.49% 12.52 41.74% 3.16  0.71 

Dual  00.00 00.00%  00.00 00.00% --  -- 

Plural  18.89 62.96% 15.11 50.37% 4.01  0.63 

 

Table (12) shows that there are observed differences between the 

frequencies of the participants’ responses on verbs according to gender. To 

test the significance of these differences, Chi-Square test is used. The result 

shows there are no significant differences between the frequencies of the 

participants’ responses on the “singular verbs and plural verbs”. The data in 

this table show that in singular verbs the percentage is 50.49% for males 

and 41.74% for females. As for plural verbs, the percentage for males is 

62.96%, and 50.37% for females.  However, the data in table (12) suggest 

that females are able to produce and use singular and plural verbs more 

correctly than males, because the alternatives for singular and plural verb 



 

are decreased. Moreover, none of the children, males or females, produce 

dual verbs. They said, for instance, ‘دين بيضحكوا ين بيضحكن‘ ,’ول دين ‘ ,’بنت ول

ين بيمشن‘ ,’بيمشوا وا‘ ,’بنت دين بيلعب بن‘ ,’ول ين بيلع  ,two boys/girls are laughing) .’بنت

two boys/girls are walking, two boys/girls are laughing). 

None of the children said ‘بنتان ‘ ,’ولدان يضحكان‘ ,’بنتان تلعبان‘ ,’ولدان يلعبان

 all of ,(two boys/girls are playing, two boys/girls are laughing ),’تضحكان

them used plural forms instead of the dual forms in verbs. As shown in 

table (13) below: 

Table (13): Chi-Square Test, Frequency and percentage value for dual verbs according to gender 
variable 

Verbs  
Male (n=30)  Female  (n=30) 

Chi2 Sig. 
frequency percentage frequency percentage 

bentiin 
akinħðbi

(two girls are 
laughing) 

18 60.00%% 24 80,00% 

2.857 0.09 
bentiin 

akuuħðbi
(two girls are 
laughing) 

12 40.00% 6  20.00% 

bintiin biŝrabin
(two girls are 
drinking) 

25 83,33% 22 73,33% 

0.88 0.347 bintiin 
biŝrabuu
(two girls are 
drinking) 

5 16,67% 8 26.67% 

bintiin biŝtarin
(two girls are 
buying) 

25 83,33% 26 86,67% 

0.131 0.718 
bintiin biŝtaruu
(two girls are 
buying) 

5 16,67% 4  13,33% 

bintiin bibkin
(two girls are 
crying) 

25  83,33% 24 80,00% 

0.111 0.739 
bintiin bibkuu
(two girls are 
crying) 

5 16,67% 6 20.00% 



 

bintiin bigrin
(two girls are 
reading) 

25 83,33% 20  66,67% 

2.222  0.136 
bintiin bigruu
(two girls are 
reading)

5 16,67% 10 33,33% 

bintiin bil9abin
(two girls are 
playing) 

27 90,00% 19 63,33% 

5.963 *0.015 bintiin 
bil9abuu
(two girls are 
playing) 

3 30.00% 11 36,67% 

bintiin bimŝin
(two girls are 
walking) 

24 80,00% 21 70.00% 

0.800 0.371 
bintiin bimŝuu
(two girls are 
walking) 

6 20.00% 9 30.00% 

bintiin 
biudursin
(two girls are 
studying) 

23  76.67% 22 73,33% 

0.089 0.766 
bintiin 
biudursuu
(two girls are 
studying) 

7 23.33% 8 26.67% 

bintiin biuklin
(two girls are 
eating) 

26 86,67% 23  76.67% 

1.00  0.317 
bintiin biukluu
(two girls are 
eating) 

4 13,33% 7 23.33% 

bintiin 
biukutbin
(two girls are 
writing) 

23  76.67% 20 66.67% 

0.739 0.390 
bintiin 
biukutbuu
(two girls are 
writing) 

7 23.33% 10 33,33% 

bintiin 
inðbiurku

(two girls are 
running) 

22 73,33% 27 90,00% 

2.783 0.095 
bintiin 

uuðbiurku
(two girls are 
running) 

8 26.67% 3 30.00% 

 



 

bintiin 
biursumin
(two girls are 
drawing) 

23  76.67% 25 83,33% 

0.417 0.519 
bintiin 
biursumuu
(two girls are 
drawing) 

7 23.33% 5 16,67% 

waladiin 
biukutbuu
(two boys are 
writing) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 

 --  -- 

waladiin 
uuðbiurku

(two boys are 
running) 30  100.00% 30  100.00%  --  -- 
waladiin 
biursumuu
(two boys are 

drawing)  30  100.00% 30  100.00% 

 --  -- 

waladiin 
akuuħðbi

(two boys are 
laughing) 30  100.00% 30  100.00%  --  -- 
waladiin 
biŝrabuu
(two boys are 
laughing) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 

 --  -- 
waladiin 
biŝtaruu
(two boys are 
buying) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 
waladiin 
bibkuu
(two boys are 
crying) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 

- -  -- 
waladiin 
bigruu
(two boys are 
reading) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 
waladiin 
bil9abuu
(two boys are 
playing) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 

 --  -- 
waladiin 
bimŝuu
(two boys are 
walking) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 
 



 

waladiin 
biudursuu
(two boys are 
studying) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 

 --  -- 
waladiin 
biukutbuu
(two boys are 
writing) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 
waladiin 

uuðbiurku
(two boys are 
running) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 

 --  -- 
waladiin 
biursumuu
(two boys are 

drawing)  30  100.00% 30  100.00% 

 
 
4.1.3. Using Number and Number Agreement Markers in 
Adjectives 
 

An adjective is a word that describes a noun. In Arabic, an adjective 

always follows the noun it modifies, for instance 'ولد شاطر, smart boy', ' بنت

 smart girl'. Adjectives in Arabic are inflected for sex. A feminine ,شاطرة

adjective is that to which is suffixed with ( ة, ةـ ) (Cf. ' مؤدبة  -مؤدب  '). 

However, there are some exceptions (e.g.  ' زرقاء –أزرق  '(blue)). To form a 

dual masculine adjective in Arabic we simply use the suffix “ان or ين” (e.g. 

' كبيران -كبير ') (big). To form a dual feminine adjective “تان or تين” is suffixed 

to the masculine adjective (e.g. كبيرتان-كبير '). In addition, we form the plural 

in two ways: add a suffix or change the body of the word to form an 

irregular plural. To form plural feminine we add the suffix “aat ات" to the 

end of the adjective (e.g. ' طويالت - طويل '(tall), and we usually add a suffix ينـ  

(-iin) for the masculine plural form (e.g. دبيينمؤ –مؤدب   (polite)',' غاليين -غالي  



 

(expensive)''. However, many adjectives do not have regular plural forms 

(e.g. ' طوال -طويلة -طويل '(tall), ' كبار - كبيرة -كبير '(big)). It should be noted that 

words that refer to non-humans are treated like singular feminine in 

agreement, so 'بيوت قديمه'(old houses). Although 'بيوت' (houses) is plural, it 

does not refer to a human, and therefore the adjective that goes with it is 

usually singular feminine. 

Moreover, Adjectives have to agree with the nouns they modify in 

number, so adjectives must take the dual ending like nous, e.g. (ران  (كتابان كبي

or (كتابين كبيرين) (two big books).7 

The findings of the study show that most of children apply these 

rules spontaneously and correctly. 

 
4.1.3.1. Using Number and Number Agreement Markers in 
Adjectives According to Age 
 

To study the effect of the age variable, the frequencies and 

percentages for the children's responses are computed. The findings are 

shown in table (14) below: 

Table (14): Chi-Square Test, Frequencies and percentage value for singular, dual and plural 
adjectives according to age variable 

Adjectives 

3- less than 4 year 

 (n=20) 

4- less than 5 year  

(n=20) 

5- less than 6 year 

(n=20) 

Chi2 Sig. 

frequency percentage frequency percentage frequency Percentage  

Singular 17.71 88.54% 13.54 67.71% 10.46 52.29% 19.312 *0.001

Dual 15.96 79.81% 12.04 60.19% 3.37 16.85% 29.356 *0.000

Plural 15.78 78.89% 9.22 46.11% 4.52 22.59% 27.989 *0.000

                                                 
7 http://arabic.desert-sky.net/g_adj.html 



 

Table (14) shows that there are observed differences on the use of 

adjectives according to children's age. To test the significance of these 

differences, Chi-square test is used. The results, in table (14), show that 

there are significant differences among the frequencies of the participants' 

responses for the “singular, dual and plural” in favor of the third age group 

(5- less than 6 years). The researcher relates this to children's age. Children 

aged from 5-less than 6 year have learned more, and therefore have 

enhanced their knowledge about numbers. Moreover, these enhance the 

child's knowledge about numbers, which enables him to pronounce 

numbers correctly and more easily. This finding further corroborates the 

findings of Bloom and Wynn's (1997) Papafragou (2003), Musolino 

(2003), Sedlak et al. (1998) which all indicate that children, who are older, 

gain better knowledge in numbers. 

Furthermore, the researcher has observed that in some cases there is 

no dual in adjectives, the plural was the alternative of dual. None of 

children have been noted to say, for instance, 'ان ' ,'طاولتان نظيفت ان  دتانطاولت جدي ', 

ان' ان نظيفت يرتان' ,'غرفت ان قص يران,' ,'بنت دان قص  two clean tables, two new)'ول

tables,two clean rooms, two short girls, two short boys). They said ' طاولتين

نظيفات/ نظاف ', ' جديدات/ طاولتين جداد ', ' قصيرات/ بنتين قصار ', ' قصيرات/ولدين قصار ' (two 

clean tables, two new tables,two clean rooms, two short girls, two short 

boys). As shown in table (16) below. 



 

4.1.3.2. Using Number and Number Agreement Markers in 
Adjectives According to Gender 
 

To study the effect of the gender variable on the use of adjectives, 

frequencies and percentages for the children's' responses are computed. The 

findings are shown in table (15) below: 

Table (15): Chi-Square Test, Frequencies and percentage value for singular, dual and plural 
adjectives according to gender variable 

 

Adjectives 

Male 

(n=30) 

Female 

 (n=30) 

Chi2 Sig. 

frequency percentage frequency percentage  

Singular 22.23 74.10% 17.04 56.79% 7.827 *0.004

Dual 22.41 74.71% 20.83 67.14% 8.087 0.525 

Plural 24.2 80.67% 19.33 64.44% 41.697 *0.00 

 

Accordingly, Table (15) shows that there are observed differences 

between the frequencies of the participants' responses on adjectives 

according to their gender. To test the significant of these differences, Chi-

Square Test is used.  

The results show that there are significant differences between the 

frequencies of the participants' responses on the "singular and plural 

adjectives” in favor of females. That is to say, females use singular 

adjectives better than males. In the meantime, there are no significant 

differences between the frequencies of the participants' responses on the 

"dual adjectives” due to the gender variable. Both males and females use 

dual adjectives without significant differences. 



 

As mentioned before, in some cases there is no dual in adjectives, 

and the plural was the alternative for dual. Table (16) shown the answers of 

children in case of dual adjectives according to gender variable: 

 
Table (16): Chi-Square Test, Frequency and percentage value for dual adjectives according to 
gender variable 

Adjectives  
Male (n=30)  Female  (n=30) 

Chi2 Sig. 
frequency percentage frequency percentage

ŧawiltiin igdaam 
(two old tables) 

28 93.33% 27  90.00% 
0.218 0.640 

ŧawiltiin gadiimat
(two old tables)

2  6.67% 3 10.00% 

ŧawiltiin jdaad 
(two new tables) 

25 83.33% 24  80.00% 
0.111 0.739 

ŧawiltiin jdiidat 
(two new tables) 

5 16.67% 6 20.00% 

aafðnuruftiin iγ
(two clean rooms) 29 96.67% 29 96.67% 

-  - 
γruftiin inðiifat 
(two clean rooms) 1 3.33% 1 3.33% 
babiin ikbar
(two big door) 30 100.00% 30 100.00% 

 -- -- 

bintiin kaslanat
(two lazy girls) 27 90.00% 24  80.00% 

1.176 0.278 
bintiin kasulaat 
(two lazy girls) 3 10.00% 6 20.00% 
bintiin ŝaŧraat
(two smart girls) 30 100.00% 

30  100.00%  --  -- 

bintiin iŧwaal
(two tall girls) 24 80.00% 26 86.67% 

0.480 0.488 
bintiin iŧwailat
(two tall girls) 6 20.00% 4 13.33% 
bintiin igşaar
(two short girls) 24  80.00% 22 73.33%  

0.884 
0.347 

bintiin igşirat
(two short girls) 6 20.00% 8 26.67% 
bintiin mratabaat
(two tidy girls) 30 100.00% 30 100.00% 

 -- -- 

bintiin mu?adabaat
(two polite girls) 30 100.00% 30 100.00% 

 -- -- 

bitiin igdaam
(two old houses) 24 80.00% 24 80.00% 

0.000  1.00 
bitiin gdiimatm
(two old houses) 6 20.00% 6 20.00% 

 



 

galamiin ħilwaat
(two nice pens) 24 80.00% 27 90.00% 

1.176 0.278 
galamiin ħilwiin
(two nice pens) 6 20.00% 3 10.00% 
galamiin işγaar
(two small pens) 28 93.33% 27 90.00% 

0.218  0.640 
galamiin işγirat
(two small pens) 2 6.67% 3 10.00% 
iktabiin jdaad
(two new books) 30 100.00% 30  100.00% 

 -- -- 

aafðkursiin in
(two clean chairs) 30 100.00% 30  100.00% 

 -- -- 

lawħtiin ikbar
(two big pictures) 28 93.33% 29 96.67% 

0.351  0.554 
lawħtiin ikbirat
(two big pictures) 2 6.67% 1 3.33% 
li9btiin ħilwaat
(two pretty dolls) 30 100.00% 30 100.00% 

 --  -- 

li9ibtiin işγaar
(two small dolls) 27 90.00% 27  90.00% 

 --  -- 
li9ibtiin işγirat
(two small dolls) 3 10.00% 3  10.00% 
waladiin ŝaŧriin
(two smart boys) 27 90.00% 28 93.33% 

0.218  0.640 
waladiin ŝaŧurin
(two smart boys) 3 10.00% 2 6.67% 
waladiin iŧwaal
(two tall boys) 30 100.00% 30 100.00%  --  -- 
waladiin igşaar
(two short boys) 30 100.00% 30  100.00% 

 --  -- 

waladiin kaslaniin
(two lazy boys) 27 90.00% 24  80.00% 

1.176  0.278 
Waladiin kasuliin 
(two lazy boys) 3 10.00% 6 20.00% 
waladiin mratabiin
(two tidy boys) 30 100.00% 30 100.00%  --  -- 
waladiin mu?dabiin

(two polite boys)  
30 100.00% 30 100.00% 

 --  -- 

 

Moreover, table (17) shows the answers of children in plural adjectives: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Table (17): Chi-Square Test, Frequency and percentage value for plural adjectives according to 
gender variable 
 

Adjectives 
Male (n=30) Female  (n=30) Chi2 Sig. 

Frequency percentage frequency Percentage 
ŧawlaat igdaam 
(old tables) 

28 93.33% 27 90.00% 
0.218 0.640 

ŧawlaat igdiimh 
(old tables) 

2 6.67% 3 6.67% 

?l9ab ħilwaat 
(pretty dolls) 

3 10.00% 25 83.33% 
32.41

1 
*0.000 

?l9ab ħilwih
(pretty dolls) 

27 90.00% 5 16.67% 

?l9ab işγaar
(small dolls) 

27 90.00% 28 93.33% 
0.218 0.640 

?l9ab işɣirat 
(small dolls) 3 10.00% 2 0,67% 

γuraf inðaaf 
(clean rooms) 

26 86.67% 27 90.00% 
0.162 0.688 

γuraf inðifh 
(clean rooms) 

4 13.33% 3 10.00% 

ŧwlaat jdaad  
(new tables) 

27 90.00% 25 83.33% 
0.577 0.448 

ŧwlaat jdidh
 (new tables)

3 10.00% 5 16.67% 

banat ŝaŧraat
 (smart girls) 

30 100.00% 30 100.00% 
-- 
 

-- 

banat iŧwaal
 (tall girls) 25 83.33% 27 90.00% 

0.577 0.448 
banat iŧwiilat 
(tall girls) 

5 16.67% 3 6.67% 

banat igşaar
(short girls) 25 83.33% 24 80.00% 

0.111 0.739 
banat igşiirat 
(short girls) 

5 16.67% 6 20.00% 

banat kaslanaat
(lazy girls) 24 80.00% 27 90.00% 

1.17
6 

0.278 
banat kasulaat 
(lazy girls)

6 20.00% 3 6.67% 

banat mratabaat
(tidy girls) 30 100.00% 30 100.00% -- -- 

banat mu?adabaat
(polite girls) 30 100.00% 30 96.67% -- -- 

biuut igdiimh
(old houses) 25 83.33% 21 70.00% 

1.49
1 

0.222 
biuut igdaam 
(old houses) 

5 16.67% 9 30.00% 

 
 



 

 
ibwaab ikbiirh
(big doors)

24 80.00% 27 90.00% 
0.57

7 
0.44 

ibwaab ikbar
(big doors)

6 20.00% 3 6.67% 

iglam ħilwaat
(nice pens) 2 6.67% 2 6.67% 

-- -- 
iglam ħilwih
(nice pens) 28 93.33% 28 93.33% 

iglam işγaar
(short pens) 

28 93.33% 27 90.00% 
0.21

8 
0.640 

iglam işγirat
(nice pens)

2 6,67% 3 6.67% 

aafðkarasii in
(clean chairs) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% -- -- 

kutub jdiidh
(new books) 28 93.33% 27 90.00% 

0.21
8 

0.640 
kutub jdaad
(new books)

2 6.67% 3 6.67% 

lawħaat ikbar
(big pictures) 

26 86.67% 24 80.00% 
0.48

0 
0.488 

lawħaat ikbirh
(big pictures)

4 13.33% 6 20.00% 

uwlad kaslaniin
(lazy boys) 24 80.00% 26 86.67% 

0.48
0 

0.488 
uwlad kasuliin
(lazy boys)

6 20.00% 4 13.33% 

uwlad mratabiin
(tidy boys) 30 100.00% 30 100.00% -- -- 

uwlad mu?adabiin
(polite boys) 30 100.00% 30 100.00% -- -- 

uwlad ŝaŧriin
(smart boys) 

26 86.67% 24 80.00% 
0.48

0 
0.488 

uwalad ŝaŧurin
(smart boys) 4 13.33% 6 20.00% 

uwlad iŧwaal
(tall boys) 

30  100.00% 30  100.00% 
-- 
 

-- 

uwlad igşaar
short boys)  30  100.00% 30  100.00% -- -- 

 



 

Chapter Five 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The aim of this chapter is twofold: (1) to present the conclusions that 

the researcher has come up with, and (2) to provide a set of 

recommendations for further research in the acquisition of grammatical 

number by children. 

5.1 Conclusions: 

In light of the findings of this study discussed in chapter four, the 

following conclusions can be drawn: 

First, the dual is only used in the case of nouns (e.g.  ان ان, تفاحت بطت ) (two 

ducks, two apples) but never used in all cases of verbs and adjectives. The 

plural is always the alternative for dual verb forms (e.g. وا دين بيوكل ين , ول بنت

وكلن  طاولتين .and for dual adjective forms (e.g (two boys/girls are eating) (بي

طاولتين جداد, قدام ) (two old tables, two new tables).  

Second, in the case of dual and plural verbs, some children, aged between 

3-less than 6 years, use the masculine for the feminine; (e.g. ' وا ين بيوكل  ,'بنت

 .(two girls are eating, girls are eating ) ('بنات بيوكلوا'

Third, it has turned out that children tend to use "quantifiers" (e.g. ين , شوية ت

ات .instead of the numerical "number" (e.g (some/ many figs) (تين كثير  ,أربع تين

four figs) in the case of (nouns) especially when the number is greater than 

three. Hurewitz et al. (2006) assert that children overwhelmingly accepted 



 

lower bounded interpretations for quantifiers such as ‘some’ but not for 

number words such as ‘two’. 

Fourth, as a general tendency, females produce and use number and 

number agreement markers with different parts of speech (e.g. nouns, verbs 

and adjectives) more efficiently than males. This might be due to the belief 

that females are more meticulous in language use than males. Halpern 

(1967) (cited in Wolf& Gow, 1985) asserts that "girls, on average, score 

higher on tasks that require rapid access to and use of phonological and 

semantic information in long-term memory, production and comprehension 

of complex prose, fine motor skills, and perceptual speed”. Similarly, 

Maccoby (1966) shows that during preschool females outperform males on 

most aspects of verbal performance. Templin (1957) and Gardner (1999) 

assert that female abilities (especially oral language skills) are less marked 

in language acquisition.  

Fifth, children tend to use number agreement markers with both adjectives 

and verbs, (e.g.  ' بن, والد بيلعبوا, بنت بتلعب, ولد بلعب بنات بيلع ', ' دة ة جدي ديم، , طاول بيت ق

ات كسالنات, والد كسالنين بن ') (girls are plaing, boys are playing, boy is plaing, 

girl is playing), (old house, new table, lazy boys, lazy girls).  

Sixth, there has been gradual progress in the acquisition of number over 

time, i.e as children grow older, their linguistic abilities improve. This 

finding corroborates the findings of Bloom and Wynn's (1997) Papafragou 

(2003), Musolino (2003), Sedlak et al. (1998) which all indicate that 



 

children, who are older, have a better command of number usage. In fact, it 

is also consistent with the continuity hypothesis first coined by Manamara 

(1982) and elaborated on by Pinker (1984), which principally accounts for 

the acquisition of certain types of adult grammatical rules. In his view, the 

grammatical principles are available from the beginning of the acquisition 

process and learning takes place over time.  

Seventh, the present study has shown that girls outperform males on most 

number task skills. However, Templin (1957) indicates that gender has no 

statistically significant effect on children's acquisition of language when 

both males and females have obtained the same level of care and training. 

This is tantamount to saying that there should be less pronounced language 

differences between the two sexes.  

5.2 Recommendations  

In light of the study findings, the researcher believes that the 

following recommendations can be helpful: 

1. Parents should be encouraged to read stories include numbers to their 

kids at early stages of their lives. 

2. Parents have to employ different strategies to let their children into the 

area of number acquisition skills. 

3. Conducting more studies about the relationship between children's social 

environment and their acquisition of number at different stages. 



 

4. Further studies can also tackle the acquisition of grammatical number 

and number agreement markers by children who are mentally retarded, so 

that these results are to be compared with the results of the studies of 

normal children. 
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Appendixes 

Appendix (1): Chi-Square Test, frequency and percentage value for singular, dual and plural nouns 
according to gender variable 

Noun 
Male  (n=30)  Female  (n=30) 

frequency percentage frequency percentage 
Singular noun 

ħişan
(horse) 17 56,67% 16 53,33% 
ħişan waħid
(one horse) 13 43.33% 14 46,67% 
?arnab
(rabbit) 18 60,00% 16 53,33% 
?arnab waħid
(one rabbit) 12 40,00% 14 46,67% 
kasih
(glass) 19 63,33% 13 43.33% 
kasih waħdih
(one glass) 11 36.67% 17 56,67% 
kursy
(chair) 19 63,33% 16 53,33% 
kursy waħid
(one chair) 11 36.67% 14 46,67% 
samakih
(fish) 17 56,67% 18 60,00% 
samakih waħdh

(one fish)  13 43.33% 12 40,00% 

Noun 
Male  (n=30)  Female  (n=30) 

frequency percentage frequency percentage 
Dual nouns

baŧŧah θintyin 
(duck two) 10 33.33% 7 23.33% 
baŧŧah baŧŧah
 (duck-duck) 9 30.00% 5 16.67% 
baŧŧitiin
(two ducks) 11 36.67% 18 60,00% 
jajih jajih
(chicken-chicken) 6 20.00% 8 26.67% 
jajtiin
(two chickens) 24 80.00% 22 73,33% 
tufaħa tufaħa
(apple-apple) 9 30,00% 9 30.00% 
tufaħtiin
(two apples) 21 70.00% 21 70,00% 
zarafih θintyin
(two giraffes) 11 36,67% 5 16.67% 
Zarafih zarafih
(giraffe-girraffe) 6 20,00% 3 10.00% 
Zaraftiin

(two giraffes)  13 43.33% 22 73,33% 



 

 

Noun 
Male  (n=30)  Female  (n=30) 

frequency percentage frequency percentage 

Plural nouns

θalaθ samakaat  
(three fish) 15 50.00% 22 73,33% 
samakaat θalaθih 
(fish three) 8 26.67% 4 13.33% 
θalaθ uwlad 
 (three boys) 7 23.33% 4 13.33% 
uwlad θalaθih 
(boys three)  27 90.00% 25 83.33% 
ŝwayt tyin 
 (some figs) 22 73,33% 5 16.67% 
?rba9 tinat 
(four figs) 5 16.67% 7 23.33% 
tyin ekθiir 
(many figs) 25 83.33% 23 76.67% 
baŧŧaŧŧa ekθiir  
(many potatoes) 16 53,33% 18 60,00% 
sab9 baŧaŧat 
(seven potatoes) 6 20.00% 2 6,67% 
tisi9 twtat 
(nine berries) 8 26.67% 10 33,33% 
twt ekθiir 
(many berries) 25 83.33% 23 76,67% 
θalaθ samakaat 
(three fish) 5 16,67% 7 23.33% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Appendix (2): Chi-Square Test, frequency and percentage value for singular verbs according to 
gender variable 

Verbs 
Male (n=30) Female  (n=30) 

frequency percentage frequency percentage 

bint btiðħak 
(girl is laughing) 24 93,33% 26 86,67% 
bint tiðħak
(girl is laughing) 6 7,00% 4 13.33% 
bint btiŝrab
(girl is drinking) 27 90,00% 28 93,33% 
bint tiŝrab 
(girl is drinking) 3 10,00% 2 6,67% 
bint btiŝtarii
(girl is buying) 26 86,67% 27 90,00% 
bint tiŝtarii
(girl is buying) 4 13.33% 3 10,00% 
bint btibkii
(girl is crying) 28 93,33% 25 83,33% 
bint tibkii 
(girl is crying) 2 6,67% 5 16,67% 
bint btigra
(girl is reading) 27 90,00% 27 90,00% 
bint tigra 
(girl is reading) 3 10,00% 3 10,00% 
bint btil9ab
(girl is playing) 28 93,33% 27 90,00% 
bint til9ab 
(girl is playing) 2 6,67% 3 10,00% 
bint btimŝii
(girl is walking) 22 90,00% 25 83,33% 
bint timŝii 
(girl is walking) 8 10,00% 5 16,67% 
bint btudrus
(girl is studying) 28 93,33% 28 93,33% 
bint tudrus
(girl is studing) 2 6,67% 2 6,67% 
bint btukil
(girl is eating) 23 93,33% 24 80,00% 
bint tukil 
(girl is eating) 7 6,67% 6 20.00% 
bint btuktub
(girl is writing) 22 83,33% 24 80,00% 
bint tuktub
(girl is writing) 8 16,67% 6 20.00% 
bint bturkuð
(girl is running) 29 96,67% 28 93,33% 
bint turkuð
(girl is running) 1 3,33% 2 6,67% 
bint btursum 
(girl is drawing) 28 93,33% 24 80,00% 
bint tursum
(girl is drawing) 2 6,67% 6 20.00% 

 



 

walad biðħak 
(boy is laughing) 28 93,33% 26 86,67% 
walad yðħak 
(boy is laughing) 2 6,67% 4 13.33% 
walad biŝrab 
(boy is drinking) 28 93,33% 25 83,33% 
walad yiŝrab 
(boy is drinking) 2 6,67% 5 16,67% 
walad biŝtarii 
(boy is buying) 28 93,33% 29 96,67% 
walad yŝtarii 
(boy is buying) 2 6,67% 1 3,33% 
walad bibkii 
(boy is crying) 28 93,33% 27 90,00% 
walad yibkii 
(boy is crying) 2 6,67% 3 10.00% 
walad bigra 
(boy is reading) 27 90,00% 26 86,67% 
walad yigra 
(boy is reading) 3 10,00% 4 13.33% 
walad bil9ab 
(boy is playing) 23 76,67% 25 83,33% 
walad yil9ab 
(boy is playing) 7 3.33% 5 16,67% 
walad bimŝii 
(boy is walking) 27 90,00% 27 90,00% 
walad yimŝii 
(boy is walking) 3 10,00% 3 10.00% 
walad biudrus 
(boy is studying) 29 96,67% 25 83,33% 
 walad yiudrus 
 (boy is studying) 1 3,33% 5 16,67% 
walad biukil 
(boy is eating) 28 93,33% 26 86,67% 
walad yiukil 
(boy is eating) 2 6,67% 4 13.33% 
walad biuktub 
(boy is writing) 25 83,33% 26 86,67% 
walad yiuktub 
(boy is writing) 5 16,67% 4 13.33% 
walad biurkuð 
(boy is running) 25 83,33% 27 90,00% 
walad yiurkuð 
(boy is running) 5 16,67% 3 10,00% 
walad biursum 
(boy is drawing)  28 93,33% 25 83,33% 
walad yiursum 
(boy is drawing)  2 6,67% 5 16,67% 

 

 
. 
 
 
 
 



 

Appendix (3): Chi-Square Test, frequency and percentage value for dual verbs according to gender 
variable 

Verbs  
Male (n=30) Female  (n=30) 

frequency percentage frequency percentage 

akinħðbentiin bi
(two girls are laughing) 18 60.00%% 24 80,00% 

akuuħðbentiin bi
(two girls are laughing) 12 40.00% 6 20.00% 

bintiin biŝrabin
(two girls are drinking) 

25 83,33% 22 73,33% 

bintiin biŝrabuu
(two girls are drinking) 5 16,67% 8 26.67% 

bintiin biŝtarin
(two girls are buying) 25 83,33% 26 86,67% 

bintiin biŝtaruu
(two girls are buying) 5 16,67% 4 13,33% 

bintiin bibkin
(two girls are crying) 25 83,33% 24 80,00% 

bintiin bibkuu
(two girls are crying) 5 16,67% 6 20.00% 

bintiin bigrin
(two girls are reading) 25 83,33% 20  66,67% 

bintiin bigruu
(two girls are reading) 

5 16,67% 10 33,33% 

bintiin bil9abin
(two girls are playing) 27 90,00% 19 63,33% 

bintiin bil9abuu
(two girls are playing) 3 30.00% 11 36,67% 

bintiin bimŝin
(two girls are walking) 24 80,00% 21 70.00% 

bintiin bimŝuu
(two girls are walking) 6 20.00% 9 30.00% 

bintiin biudursin
(two girls are studying) 23  76.67% 22 73,33% 

bintiin biudursuu
(two girls are stuying) 7 23.33% 8 26.67% 

 

bintiin biuklin
(two girls are eating) 26 86,67% 23  76.67% 



 

 
uuðbintiin biurku

(two girls are running) 8 26.67% 3 30.00% 

bintiin biursumin
(two girls are drawing) 23  76.67% 25 83,33% 

bintiin biursumuu
(two girls are drawing) 

7 23.33% 5 16,67% 

akuuħðwaladiin bi
(two boys are laughing) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 
waladiin biŝrabuu
(two boys are drinking) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 
waladiin biŝtaruu
(two boys are buying) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 
waladiin bibkuu
(two boys are crying) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 
waladiin bigruu
(two boys are reading) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 
waladiin bil9abuu
(two boys are playing) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 
waladiin bimŝuu
(two boys are walking) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 
waladiin biudursuu
(two boys are studying) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 
waladiin biukutbuu
(two boys are writing) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 

uuðwaladiin biurku
(two boys are running) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 
waladiin biursumuu

(two boys are drawing)  30  100.00% 30  100.00% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

bintiin biukluu
(two girls are eating) 4 13,33% 7 23.33% 

bintiin biukutbin
(two girls are writing) 23  76.67% 20 66.67% 

bintiin biukutbuu
(two girls are writing) 7 23.33% 10 33,33% 

inðbintiin biurku
(two girls are running) 22 73,33% 27 90,00% 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
Appendix (4): Chi- square Test, frequency and percentage value for plural verbs according to 
gender variable 

Plural Verbs 
Male (n=30) Female  (n=30) 

frequency percentage frequency percentage 

banat biŝrabin
(girls are drinking) 21 70.00% 24 80.00% 

banat biŝtarin
(girls are buying) 20 66.67% 20 66.67% 

banat bibkin
(girls are crying) 24 80.00% 21 70.00% 

banat bigrin
(girls are reading) 22 73.33% 21 70.00% 

banat bil9abin
(girls are playing) 19 63.33% 26 86.67% 

banat bimŝin
(girls are walking) 26 86.67% 24 80.00% 

banat biudursin
(girls are studying) 20 66.67% 22 73.33% 

banat biuklin
(girls are eating) 

21 70.00% 22 73.33% 

banat biukutbin
(girls are writing) 

23 76.67% 29 96.67% 

inðbanat biurku
(girls are running) 

24 80.00% 25 83.33% 

banat biursumin
(girls are drawing) 21 70.00% 28 93.33% 

banat biðħakin
(girls are laughing) 

28 93.33% 23 76.67% 

wlad biðħakuu
(boys are laughing) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

wlad biŝrabuu
(boys are drinking) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

wlad biŝtaruu
(boys are buying) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

wlad bibkuu
(boys are crying) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

wlad bigruu
(boys are reading) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 



 

wlad bil9abuu
(boys are playing) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

wlad bimŝuu
(boys are walking) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

wlad biudursuu
(boys are studying) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

wlad biukluu
(boys are eating) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

wlad biukutbuu 
(boys are writing) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

uuðwlad biurku
(boys are running) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

wlad biursumuu
(boys are drawing)   30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

banat biŝrabuu
(girls are drinking) 

9 30.00% 6 20.00% 

banat biŝtaruu
(girls are buying) 10 33.33% 10 33.33% 

banat bibkuu
(girls are crying) 6 20.00% 9 30.00% 

banat bigruu
(girls are reading) 

8 26.67% 9 30.00% 

banat bil9abuu
(girls are playing) 

1 3.33% 9 30.00% 

banat bimŝuu
(girls are walking) 

4 13.33% 4 13.33% 

banat biudursuu
(girls are studying) 

10 33.33% 6 20.00% 

banat biukluu
(girls are eating) 

9  30.00% 8  26.67% 

banat biukutbuu
(girls are writing) 

7 23.33% 8 26.67%  

uuðbanat biurku
(girls are running)

6 20.00% 1 3.33% 

banat biursumuu
(girls are drawing) 

7 23.33% 2 6.67% 

akuuħðt bianab
(girls are laughing) 2 6.67% 7 23.33% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix (5): Chi-Square Test, frequency and percentage value for singular adjectives according 
to gender variable 

Adjectives 
Male (n=30) Female  (n=30) 

frequency percentage frequency percentage 

ŧawlih igdiimh 

(old table) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

ŧawlih jdiidh

(new table) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

iifhðurfih inγ

(clean room) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

bab ikbiir

(big door) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

biit igdiim

(old house) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

bint ŝaŧraa

(smart girl) 
26 86.67% 

21 70,00% 

bint ŝaŧura

(smart girl)
4 13.33% 

9 30.00% 

bint iŧwiilh

(tall girl) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

bint igşirh

(short girl) 
30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

bint kaslanh

(lazy girl) 27 90,00% 25 83,33% 

bint kasuulih

(lazy girl)
3 10,00% 5 16.67% 

bint mratabh 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 



 

(tidy girl) 

bint mu?adabh

(polite girl) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

galam ħilwu

(nice pen) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

galam işγiir

(small pen) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

iktab jdiid

(new book) 
30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

kursi inðiif

(clean chair) 
30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

lawħa ikbiirh

(big picture) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

li9bih ħilwih

(pretty doll) 
30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

li9bih işγiirh

(small doll) 
30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

walad ŝaŧir

(smart boy) 27 90,00% 25 83,33% 

Walad ŝaŧur

(smart boy)
3 10,00% 5 16.67% 

walad iŧwiil

(tall boy) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

walad igşiir

(short boy) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

walad kaslan

(lazy boy) 22 73,33% 29 70,00% 

Walad kasuul

(lazy boy)
8 26,67% 9 30.00% 

walad mratab

(tidy boy) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

walad mu?adab

(polite boy)  
30 100,00% 30 100,00% 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Appendix (6): Chi-Square Test, frequency and percentage value for dual adjectives according to 
gender variable 

Adjectives 
Male (n=30) Female  (n=30) 

frequency percentage frequency percentage 

ŧawiltiin igdaam 
(two old tables) 28 93,33% 27 90,00% 
ŧawiltiin gadiimat
(two old tables) 2 6,67% 3 10,00% 
ŧawiltiin jdaad 
(two new tables) 25 83,33% 24 80,00% 
ŧawiltiin jdiidat 
(two new tables) 

5 16.67% 
6 20,00% 

aafðuruftiin inγ
(two clean rooms) 29 96,67% 29 96,67% 
γruftiin inðiifat 
(two clean rooms) 1 3,33% 1 3,33% 
babiin ikbar
(two big doors) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 
bintiin kaslanat
(two lazy girls) 27 90,00% 24  80,00% 
bintiin kasulaat 
(two lazy girls) 3 10,00% 6 20,00% 
bintiin ŝaŧraat
(two smart girls) 30 100,00% 

30 100,00% 

bintiin iŧwaal
(two tall girls) 24 80,00% 26 86,67% 
bintiin iŧwailat
(two tall girls) 6 20,00% 4 13,33% 
bintiin igşaar
(two short girls) 24  80,00% 22 73,33% 
bintiin igşirat
(two short girls) 6 20,00% 8 26,67% 
bintiin mratabaat
(two tidy girls) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 
bintiin mu?adabaat
(two polite girls) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 
bitiin igdaam
(two old houses) 24 80,00% 24 80,00% 
bitiin gdiimat 6 20,00% 6 20,00% 



 

(two old houses) 
galamiin ħilwaat
(two nice pens) 24 80,00% 27 90,00% 
galamiin ħilwiin
(two nice pens) 6 20,00% 3 10.00 
galamiin işγaar
(two small pens) 28 93,33% 27 90,00% 
galamiin işγirat
(two small pens) 2 6,67% 3 10.00 
iktabiin jdaad
(two new books) 30 100,00% 30  100,00% 
kursiin inðaaf
(two clean chairs) 30 100,00% 30  100,00% 
lawħtiin ikbar
(two big pictures) 28 93,33% 29 96,67% 
lawħtiin ikbirat
(two big pictures) 2 6,67% 1 3,33% 
li9btiin ħilwaat
(two pretty dolls) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 
li9ibtiin işγaar
(two small dolls) 27 90,00% 27 90,00% 
li9ibtiin işγirat
(two small dolls) 3 10,00% 3 10,00% 
waladiin ŝaŧriin
(two smart boys) 27 90,00% 28 93,33% 
waladiin ŝaŧurin
(two smart boys) 3 10,00% 2 6,67% 
waladiin iŧwaal
(two tall boys) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 
waladiin igşaar
(two short boys) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 
waladiin kaslaniin
(two lazy boys) 27 90,00% 24 80,00% 
waladiin kasuliin 
(two lazy boys) 3 10,00% 6 20,00% 
waladiin mratabiin
(two tidy boys) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 
waladiin mu?dabiin

(two polite boys)  30 100,00% 30 100,00% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix (7): Chi-Square Test, frequency and percentage value for plural adjectives 
according to gender variable 

Adjectives 
Male (n=30) Female  (n=30) 

frequency percentage frequency percentage 

ŧawlaat igdaam 
(old tables) 28 93.33% 27 90.00% 
ŧawlaat igdiimh 
(old tables) 2 6.67% 3 6.67% 
?l9ab ħilwaat 
(pretty dolls) 3 10.00% 25 83.33% 
?l9ab ħilwih         
(pretty dolls)  27 90% 5 16.67 
?l9ab işγaar 
(small dolls) 27 90.00% 28 93.33% 
?l9ab işγirat 
(small dolls) 3 10.00% 2 0,67% 
 γuraf inðaaf 
(clean rooms) 26 86.67% 27 90.00% 
γuraf inðifh 
(clean rooms) 4 13,33% 3 10.00% 
ŧwlaat jdaad 
(new tables) 27 90.00% 25 83.33% 
ŧwlaat jdidh
(new tables) 3 10.00% 5 16.67% 
banat ŝaŧraat
(smart girls) 30 100.00% 30 100.00% 
banat iŧwaal
(tall girls) 25 83.33% 27 90.00% 
banat iŧwiilat 
(tall girls) 5 16.67% 3 6.67% 
banat igşaar
(short girls) 25 83.33% 24 80.00% 
banat igşiirat 
(short girls) 5 16.67% 6 20.00% 
banat kaslanaat
(lazy girls) 24 80.00% 27 90.00% 
banat kasulaat
(lazy girls) 6 20.00% 3 6.67% 
banat mratabaat
(tidy girls) 30 100.00% 30 100.00% 



 

banat mu?adabaat
(polite girls) 30 100.00% 30 96.67% 
biuut igdiimh
(old houses) 25 83.33% 21 70.00% 
biuut igdaam 
(old houses) 5 16.67% 9 30.00% 
ibwaab ikbiirh
(big doors) 24 80.00% 27 90.00% 
ibwaab ikbar
(big doors) 6 20.00% 3 6.67% 
iglam ħilwaat
(nice pens) 2 0,67% 2 0,67% 
iglam ħilwih
(nice pens) 28 93.33% 28 93.33% 
iglam işγaar
(small pins) 28 93.33% 27 90.00% 
iglam işγirat 
(small pins) 2 0,67% 3 6.67% 
karasii inðaaf
(clean chairs) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 
kutub jdiidh
(new books) 28 93.33% 27 90.00% 
kutub jdaad
(new books) 2 0,67% 3 6.67% 
lawħaat ikbar
(big pictures) 26 86.67% 24 80.00% 
lawħaat ikbirh
(big pictures) 4 13.33% 6 20.00% 
uwlad kaslaniin
(lazy boys) 24 80.00% 26 86.67% 
uwlad kasuliin
(lazy boys) 6 20.00% 4 13.33% 
uwlad mratabiin
(tidy boys) 30 100.00% 30 100.00% 
uwlad mu?adabiin
(polite boys) 30 100.00% 30 100.00% 
uwlad ŝaŧriin
(smart boys) 26 86.67% 24 80.00% 
uwalad ŝaŧurin
(smart boys) 4 13.33% 6 20.00% 
uwlad iŧwaal
(tall boys) 30  100.00% 30  100.00% 
uwlad igşaar

(short boys)  30  100.00% 30  100.00% 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix (8): Chi-Square Test, frequency and percentage value for single, dual and plural nouns 
according to age variable 

Noun 
3- less than 4 year 

(n=20) 

4- less than 5 year 

(n=20) 

5- less than 6 year 

 (n=20) 

frequency percentage frequency percentage frequency percentage

Singular Noun

ħişan
(horse) 9 45,00% 15 75,00% 3  15,00% 

ħişan waħid
(one horse) 11 55,00% 5 25,00% 17 85,00% 

?arnab
(rabbit) 2 10,00% 16 80,00% 2 10,00% 

?arnab waħid
(one rabbit) 18 90,00% 4 20,00% 18 90,00% 

kasih
(glass) 18 90,00% 15 75,00% 4 20,00% 

kasih waħdih
(one glass) 2 10,00% 5 25,00% 16 80,00% 

kursy
(chair) 11 55,00% 15 75,00% 2 10,00% 

kursy waħid
(one chair) 9 45,00% 5 25,00% 18 90,00% 

Samakih
(fish) 12 60,00% 15 75,00% 2 10,00% 

samakih waħdh
(one fish)  8 40,00% 5 25,00% 18 90,00% 

Dual noun 
baŧŧah θintyin 
(duck two) 9 45,00% 7  70,00% 0 00.00% 
baŧŧah baŧŧah
 (duck-duck) 5 60,00% 3 15,00% 0 00.0% 
baŧŧitiin
(two ducks) 6 65,00% 10 50,00% 20 100,00% 
jajih jajih
(chicken-chicken) 5  60,00% 3 15,00% 0 00.00% 
jajtiin
(two chickens) 15 75,00% 17 85,00% 20 100,00% 
tufaħa tufaħa
(apple-apple) 5 25,00% 4 20,00% 1 5,00% 
tufaħtiin 15 50,00% 16 40,00% 19 95,00% 



 

(two apples) 
zarafih θintyin
(two giraffes) 3 15,00% 1 5.00% 0  00.00% 
zarafih zarafih
(giraffe-girraffe) 6 30,00% 2 10,00% 1 5,00% 
zaraftiin

(two giraffes)  11 55,00% 17 85,00% 19 95,00% 
 

Noun 

3- less than 4 year 

(n=20) 

4- less than 5 year 

(n=20) 

5- less than 6 year 

 (n=20) 

frequency percentage frequency frequency percentage frequency 

Plural noun 

θalaθ samakaat  
(three fish) 

8 40,00% 15 75.00% 18 90,00% 

samakaat θalaθih  
(fish three) 

12 60,00% 5 25,00% 2 10,00% 

θalaθ uwlad 
(three boys) 

9 45,00% 16 80,00% 18 90,00% 

uwlad θalaθih 
(boys three)  

11 55,00% 4 20,00% 3 15,00% 

ŝwayt tyin 
 (some figs) 

16 80,00% 2 10,00% 1 5,00% 

?rba9 tinat 
(four figs) 

2 10,00% 16 80,00% 18 90,00% 

tyin ekθiir 
(many figs) 2 10,00% 2 10,00% 0 0.00% 

baŧŧaŧŧa ekθiir  
(many potatoes) 19 95,00% 15 75.00% 5 25,00% 

sab9 baŧaŧat 
(seven potatoes) 

1 5,00% 5 25,00% 15 75,00% 

tisi9 twtat 
(nine berries) 

0 00,00% 5 25,00% 5 25,00% 

twt ekθiir 
(many berries) 20 100.00% 15 

75,00% 
15 

75,00% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix (9): Chi-Square Test, frequency and percentage value for singular verbs according to age 
variable 

Singular verb 
3- less than 4 year 

(n=20)
4- less than 5 year 

(n=20)
5- less than 6 year 

 (n=20) 

frequency percentage frequency percentage frequency percentage
bint btiðħak 
(girl is laughing) 16 80,00% 17 85,00% 18 90,00% 

bint tiðħak 
(girl is laughing) 4 20,00% 3 15,00% 2 10,00% 

bint btiŝrab 
(girl is drinking) 14 70,00% 15 75,00% 17 85,00% 

bint tiŝrab 
(girl is drinking) 6 30,00% 5 25,00% 3 15,00% 

bint btiŝtarii 
(girl is buying) 15 75,00% 16 80,00% 17 85,00% 

bint tiŝtarii 
(girl is buying) 5 25,00% 4 20,00% 3 15,00% 

bint btibkii 
(girl is crying) 16 80,00% 17 85,00% 17 85,00% 

bint tibkii 
(girl is crying) 4 20,00% 3 15,00% 3 15,00% 

bint btigra 
(girl is reading) 15 75,00% 16 80,00% 18 90,00% 

bint tigra 
(girl is reading) 5 25,00% 4 20,00% 2 10,00% 

bint btil9ab 
(girl is playing) 16 80,00% 16 80,00% 18 25,00% 

bint til9ab 
(girl is playing) 4 20,00% 4 20,00% 2 5,00% 

bint btimŝii 
(girl is walking) 16 80,00% 17 85,00% 17 85,00% 

bint timŝii 
(girl is walking) 4 20,00% 3 15,00% 3 15,00% 

bint btudrus 
(girl is studying) 16 80,00% 16 80,00% 18 90,00% 

bint tudrus 
(girl is studing) 4 20,00% 4 20,00% 2 10,00% 

bint btukil 
(girl is eating) 15 75,00% 16 80,00% 17 85,00% 

bint tukil 
(girl is eating) 5 25,00% 4 20,00% 3 15,00% 

bint btuktub 
(girl is writing) 16 80,00% 16 80,00% 17 85,00% 

bint tuktub 
(girl is writing) 4 20,00% 4 20,00% 3 15,00% 

bint bturkuð 17 85,00% 16 80,00% 18 90,00%



 

(girl is running) 
bint turkuð 
(girl is running) 3 15,00% 4 20,00% 2 10,00% 

bint btursum 
(girl is drawing) 18 90,00% 15 75,00% 18 90,00% 

bint tursum 
(girl is drawing) 2 10,00% 5 25,00% 2 10,00% 

walad biðħak 

(boy is laughing) 18 90,00% 16 80,00% 18 90,00% 

walad yðħak 
(boy is laughing) 2 10,00% 4 20,00% 2 10,00% 

walad biŝrab 
(boy is drinking) 18 90,00% 17 85,00% 17 85,00% 

walad yiŝrab 
(boy is drinking) 2 10,00% 3 15,00% 3 15,00% 

walad biŝtarii 
(boy is buying) 17 85,00% 16 80,00% 16 80,00% 

walad yŝtarii 
(boy is buying) 3 15,00% 4 20,00% 4 20,00% 

walad bibkii 
(boy is crying) 16 80,00% 16 80,00% 18 90,00% 

walad yibkii 
(boy is crying) 4 20,00% 4 20,00% 2 10,00% 

walad bigra 
(boy is reading) 16 80,00% 16 80,00% 18 90,00% 

walad yigra 
(boy is reading) 4 20,00% 4 20,00% 2 10,00% 

walad bil9ab 
(boy is playing) 16 80,00% 17 85,00% 18 90,00% 

walad yil9ab 
(boy is playing) 4 20,00% 3 15,00% 2 10,00% 

walad bimŝii 
(boy is walking) 17 85,00% 18 90,00% 18 90,00% 

walad yimŝii 
(boy is walking) 3 15,00% 2 10,00% 2 10,00% 

walad biudrus 
(boy is studying) 16 80,00% 17 85,00% 18 90,00% 

walad yiudrus 
(boy is studying) 4 20,00% 3 15,00% 2 10,00% 

walad biukil 
(boy is eating) 18 90,00% 18 90,00% 18 90,00% 

walad yiukil 
(boy is eating) 2 10,00% 2 10,00% 2 10,00% 

walad biuktub 
(boy is writing) 16 80,00% 18 90,00% 18 90,00% 

walad yiuktub 
(boy is writing) 4 20,00% 2 10,00% 2 10,00% 

walad biurkuð 
(boy is running) 18 90,00% 18 90,00% 18 90,00% 

walad yiurkuð 
(boy is running) 2 10,00% 2 10,00% 2 10,00% 

walad biursum 16 80,00% 17 85,00% 18 90,00%



 

(boy is drawing)  
walad yiursum 
(boy is drawing)  4 20,00% 3 15,00% 2 10,00% 

 
 
 
 
 
Appendix (10): Chi-Square Test, frequency and percentage value for dual verbs according to age 
variable 

Dual verb  

3- less than 4 year 

(n=20)  

4- less than 5 year 

(n=20)  

5- less than 6 year 

 (n=20)  

frequency percentage frequency percentage frequency percentage

akinħðbentiin bi
(two girls are 
laughing) 

11 55,00% 13 65,00% 17 85,00% 

akuuħðbentiin bi
(two girls are 
laughing) 

9 45,00% 7 35,00% 3 15,00% 

bintiin biŝrabin
(two girls are 
drinking) 

10 50,00% 12 60,00% 18 90,00% 

bintiin biŝrabuu
(two girls are 
drinking) 

10 50,00% 8 40,00% 2 10,00% 

bintiin biŝtarin
(two girls are 
buying) 

12 60,00% 14 70,00% 19 95,00% 

bintiin biŝtaruu
(two girls are 
buying) 

8 40,00% 6 30,00% 1 5,00% 

bintiin bibkin
(two girls are 
crying) 

12 60,00% 14 70,00% 16 80,00% 

bintiin bibkuu
(two girls are 
crying) 

8 40,00% 6 30,00% 4 20,00% 

bintiin bigrin
(two girls are 
reading) 

13 65,00% 15 75,00% 17 85,00% 

bintiin bigruu
(two girls are 
reading) 

7 35,00% 5 25,00% 3 15,00% 

bintiin bil9abin
(two girls are 
playing) 

12 60,00% 17 85,00% 18 90,00% 

bintiin bil9abuu
(two girls are 
playing) 

8 40,00% 3 15,00% 2 10,00% 

bintiin bimŝin 16 80,00% 17 85,00% 18 90,00% 



 

(two girls are 
walking) 
bintiin bimŝuu
(two girls are 
walking) 

4 20,00% 3 15,00% 2 10,00% 

 
bintiin biudursin
(two girls are studying) 14 70,00% 16 80,00% 18 90,00% 

bintiin biudursuu
(two girls are stuying) 6 30,00% 4 20,00% 2 10,00% 

bintiin biuklin
(two girls are eating) 12 60,00% 14 70,00% 17 85,00% 

bintiin biukluu
(two girls are eating) 8 40,00% 6 30,00% 3 15,00% 

bintiin biukutbin
(two girls are writing) 

11 55,00% 15 75,00% 17 85,00% 

bintiin biukutbuu
(two girls are writing) 9 45,00% 5 25,00% 3 15,00% 

inðbintiin biurku
(two girls are running) 12 60,00% 17 85,00% 18 90,00% 

uuðbintiin biurku
(two girls are running) 8 40,00% 3 15,00% 2 10,00% 

bintiin biursumin
(two girls are drawing) 15 60,00% 15 40,00% 18 90,00% 

bintiin biursumuu
(two girls are drawing) 5 40,00% 5 45,00% 2 10,00% 

akuuħðwaladiin bi
(two boys are 
laughing) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

waladiin biŝrabuu
(two boys are drinking) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

waladiin biŝtaruu
(two boys are buying) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

waladiin bibkuu
(two boys are crying) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

waladiin bigruu
(two boys are reading) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

waladiin bil9abuu
(two boys are playing) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

waladiin bimŝuu
(two boys are walking) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

waladiin biudursuu
(two boys are studying) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

waladiin biukutbuu
(two boys are writing) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

uuðwaladiin biurku
(two boys are running) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

waladiin biursumuu
(two boys are 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 



 

drawing)  
 



 

Appendix (11): Chi-Square Test, frequency and percentage value for plural verbs according to age 
variable 

Plural verb 

3- less than 4 year  

(n=20)  

4- less than 5 year 

(n=20)  

5- less than 6 year 

 (n=20)  

frequency percentage frequency percentage frequency percentage

banat biŝrabin 
(girls are drinking) 17 85,00% 18 90,00% 18 90,00% 

banat biŝrabuu 
(girls are drinking) 3 15,00% 2 10,00% 2 10,00% 

banat biŝtarin 
(girls are buying) 16 80,00% 16 80,00% 17 85,00% 

banat biŝtaruu 
(girls are buying) 4 20,00% 4 20,00% 3 15,00% 

banat bibkin 
(girls are 
laughing) 

16 80,00% 17 85,00% 18 90,00% 

banat bibkuu 
(girls are crying) 4 20,00% 3 15,00% 2 10,00% 

banat bigrin 
(girls are reading) 16 80,00% 17 85,00% 17 85,00% 

banat bigruu 
(girls are reading) 4 20,00% 3 15,00% 3 15,00% 

banat bil9abin 
(girls are playing) 13 65,00% 15 75,00% 17 85,00% 

banat bil9abuu 
(girls are playing) 7 35,00% 5 25,00% 3 15,00% 

banat bimŝin 
(girls are walking) 

16 80,00% 17 85,00% 18 90,00% 

banat bimŝuu 
(girls are walking) 

4 20,00% 3 15,00% 2 10,00% 

banat biudursin 
(girls are studying) 16 80,00% 17 85,00% 17 85,00% 

banat biudursuu 
(girls are studying) 4 20,00% 3 15,00% 3 15,00% 

banat biuklin 
(girls are eating) 15 75,00% 16 80,00% 17 85,00% 

banat biukluu 
(girls are eating) 5 25,00% 4 20,00% 3 15,00% 

banat biukutbin 
(girls are writing) 

15 75,00% 17 85,00% 18 90,00% 

banat biukutbuu 
(girls are writing) 5 25,00% 3 15,00% 2 10,00% 

banat biurkuðin 
(girls are running) 15 75,00% 17 85,00% 18 90,00% 

banat biurkuðuu 
(girls are running) 5 25,00% 3 15,00% 2 10,00% 

banat biursumin 
(girls are drawing) 16 80,00% 16 80,00% 17 85,00% 



 

 
banat biursumuu 
(girls are drawing) 4 20,00% 4 20,00% 3 15,00% 

banat biðħakin 
(girls are laughing) 14 70,00% 17 85,00% 18 90,00% 

banat biðħakuu 
(girls are laughing) 6 30,00% 3 15,00% 2 10,00% 

wlad biðħakuu 
(boys are laughing)

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

wlad biŝrabuu 
(boys are drinking) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

wlad biŝtaruu 
(boys are buying) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

wlad bibkuu 
(boys are crying) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

wlad bigruu 
(boys are reading) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

wlad bil9abuu 
(boys are playing) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

wlad bimŝuu 
(boys are walking) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

wlad biudursuu 
(boys are studying) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

wlad biukluu 
(boys are eating) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

wlad biukutbuu 
(boys are writing) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

wlad biurkuðuu 
(boys are running) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

wlad biursumuu 
(boys are drawing) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

 



 

Appendix (12): Chi-Square Test, frequency and percentage value for singular adjectives according 
to age variable 

Singular adjective 
3- less than 4 year  

(n=20)  

4- less than 5 year 

(n=20)  

5- less than 6 year 

 (n=20)  

frequency percentage frequency percentage frequency percentage

ŧawlih igdiimh 

(old table) 
30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

ŧawlih jdiidh

(new table) 
30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

iifhðurfih inγ

(clean room) 
30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

bab ikbiir

(big door) 
30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

biit igdiim

(old house) 
30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

bint ŝaŧraa

(smart girl) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

bint iŧwiilh

(tall girl) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

bint igşirh

(short girl) 
30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

bint kaslanh

(lazy girl) 15 75,00% 16 80,00% 18 90,00% 

bint kasuulih

(lazy girl)
5 25.00% 4 20.00% 2 10.00% 

bint mratabh

(tidy girl) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

bint mu?adabh

(polite girl) 
30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

galam ħilwu

(nice pen) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

galam işγiir

(small pen) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

 



 

iktab jdiid

(new book) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

kursi inðiif

(clean chair) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

lawħa ikbiirh

(big picture) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

li9bih ħilwih

(pretty doll) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

li9bih işγiirh

(small doll) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

walad ŝaŧir

(smart boy) 14 70,00% 16 80,00% 17 85,00% 

Walad ŝaŧur

(smart boy)
6 30.00% 4 20.00% 3 15.00% 

walad iŧwiil

(tall boy) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

walad igşiir

(short boy) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

walad kaslan

(lazy boy) 14 70,00% 16 80,00% 17 85,00% 

Walad kasuul

(lazy boy)
6 30.00% 4 20.00% 3 15.00% 

walad mratab

(tidy boy) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

walad mu?adab

(polite boy)  
30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

 



 

Appendix (13): Chi-Square Test, frequency and percentage value for dual adjectives according to 
age variable 

Dual adjective 
3- less than 4 year  

(n=20)  

4- less than 5 year 

(n=20)  

5- less than 6 year 

 (n=20)  

frequency percentage frequency percentage frequency percentage

ŧawiltiin igdaam 
(two old tables) 

16 80.00% 16 80.00% 17 85.00% 

ŧawiltiin gadiimat
(two old tables)

4 20.00% 4 20.00% 3 15.00% 

ŧawiltiin jdaad 
(two new tables) 

15 75.00% 16 80.00% 18 90.00% 

ŧawiltiin jdiidat 
(two new tables) 

5 25.00% 4 20.00% 2 10.00% 

aafðuruftiin inγ
(two clean rooms) 16 80.00% 16 80.00% 17 85.00% 

γruftiin inðiifat 
(two clean rooms) 

4 20.00% 4 20.00% 3 15.00% 

babiin ikbar
(two big doors) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

bintiin kaslanat
(two lazy girls) 16 80.00% 17 85.00% 18 90.00% 

bintiin kasulaat 
(two lazy girls) 

4 20.00% 3 15.00% 2 10.00% 

bintiin ŝaŧraat
(two smart girls) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

bintiin iŧwaal
(two tall girls) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

bintiin igşaar
(two short girls) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

bintiin mratabaat
(two tidy girls) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

bintiin mu?adabaat
(two polite girls) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

bitiin igdaam
(two old houses) 15 75.00% 16 80.00% 18 90.00% 

bitiin gdiimat
(two old houses) 5 25.00% 4 20.00% 2 10.00% 

galamiin ħilwaat
(two nice pens) 16 80.00% 17 85.00% 17 85.00% 

galamiin ħilwiin
(two nice pens)

4 20.00% 3 15.00% 3 15.00% 

galamiin işγaar
(two small pens) 16 80.00% 17 85.00% 18 90.00% 

galamiin işγirat
(two small pens) 4 20.00% 3 15.00% 2 10.00% 

iktabiin jdaad
(two new books) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

 



 

aafðsiin inkur
(two clean chairs) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

lawħtiin ikbar
(two big pictures) 

17 85.00% 17 85.00% 18 90.00% 

lawħtiin ikbirat
(two big pictures)

3 15.00% 3 15.00% 2 10.00% 

li9btiin ħilwaat
(two pretty dolls) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

li9ibtiin işγaar
(two small dolls) 

17 85.00% 17 85.00% 18 90.00% 

li9ibtiin işγirat
(two small dolls)

16 80.00% 17 85.00% 18 90.00% 

waladiin ŝaŧriin
(two smart boys) 

4 20.00% 3 15.00% 2 10.00% 

waladiin ŝaŧurin
(two smart boys)

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

waladiin iŧwaal
(two tall boys) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

waladiin kaslaniin
(two lazy boys) 

16 80.00% 17 85.00% 18 90.00% 

waladiin kasuliin 
(two lazy boys) 

4 20.00% 3 15.00% 2 10.00% 

waladiin mratabiin
(two tidy boys) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

waladiin mu?dabiin
(two polite boys)  30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Appendix (14):Chi-Square Test, frequency and percentage value for plural adjectives according to 
age variable 

Plural adjective 
3- less than 4 year  

(n=20)  

4- less than 5 year 

(n=20)  

5- less than 6 year 

 (n=20)  

frequency percentage frequency percentage frequency percentage

ŧawlaat igdaam 
(old tables) 17 85.00% 17 85.00% 17 85.00% 
ŧawlaat igdiimh 
(old tables) 3 15.00% 3 15.00% 3 15.00% 
?l9ab ħilwaat 
(pretty dolls) 4 20.00% 4 20.00% 1 05.00% 
?l9ab ħilwih
(pretty dolls) 16 80.00% 16 80.00% 19 95.00% 
?l9ab işγaar
(small dolls) 18 90.00% 17 85.00% 18 90.00% 
?l9ab işγirat 
(small dolls) 2 10.00% 3 15.00% 2 10.00% 
 γuraf inðaaf 
(clean houses) 14 70.00% 15 75.00% 16 80.00% 
γuraf inðifh 
(clean houses) 6 30.00% 5 25.00% 4 20.00% 
ŧwlaat jdaad 
(new tables) 13  65.00% 14 70.00% 15 75.00% 
ŧwlaat jdidh
(new tables) 7 35.00% 6 30.00% 5 25.00% 
banat ŝaŧraat
(smart girls) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

banat iŧwaal
(tall girls) 16 80.00% 17 85.00% 18 90.00% 
banat iŧwiilat 
(tall girls) 4 20.00% 3 15.00% 2 10.00% 
banat igşaar
(short girls) 17 85.00% 17 85.00% 17 85.00% 
banat igşiirat 
(short girls) 3 15.00% 3 15.00% 3 15.00% 
banat kaslanaat
(lazy girls) 16 80.00% 17 85.00% 17 85.00% 
banat kasulaat
(lazy girls) 4 20.00% 3 15.00% 3 15.00% 
banat mratabaat
(tidy girls) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

banat mu?adabaat
(polite girls) 

30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

biuut igdiimh
(old houses) 15 75.00% 15 75.00% 17 85.00% 
biuut igdaam 
(old houses) 5 25.00% 5 25.00% 3 15.00% 

 



 

ibwaab ikbiirh
(big doors) 14 70.00% 15 75.00% 16 80.00% 
ibwaab ikbar
(big doors) 6 30.00% 5 25.00% 4 20.00% 
iglam ħilwaat
(nice pens) 6 30.00% 6 30.00% 1 05.00% 
iglam ħilwih
(nice pens) 14  70.00% 14 70.00% 19 95.00% 
iglam işγaar
(small pins) 15 75.00% 15 75.00% 19 95.00% 
iglam işγirat 
(small pins) 5 25.00% 5 25.00% 1 05.00% 
karasii inðaaf
(clean chairs) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

kutub jdiidh
(new books) 15 75.00% 15 75.00% 16 80.00% 
kutub jdaad
(new books) 5 25.00% 5 25.00% 4 20.00% 
lawħaat ikbar
(big pictures) 15 75.00% 15 75.00% 16 80.00% 
lawħaat ikbirh
(big pictures) 5 25.00% 5 25.00% 4 20.00% 
uwlad kaslaniin
(lazy boys) 16 80.00% 17 85.00% 17 85.00% 
uwlad kasuliin
(lazy boys) 4 20.00% 3 15.00% 3 15.00% 
uwlad mratabiin
(tidy boys) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

uwlad mu?adabiin
(polite boys) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

uwlad ŝaŧriin
(smart boys) 17 85.00% 17 85.00% 17 85.00% 
uwalad ŝaŧurin
(smart boys) 3 15.00% 3 15.00% 3 15.00% 
uwlad iŧwaal
(tall boys) 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

uwlad igşaar
(short boys)  30 100,00% 30 100,00% 30 100,00% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

  )دراسة حالة( لألعداد األردنيون اكتساب األطفال

  هــبــاقــشــوم مـلــثــالح كــود فــلــخ: دادــإع

  راحــجــد الــيــور رشــتــدكــال: رفــشــمــال

  الــــمــــلـــخـــص

ال طرق تھدف ھذه الدراسة الى تقصي ون استخدام األطف مع كل من  لألعداد األردني

  .والصفات واألفعال األسماء

  .وقد تمت دراسة طرق استخدام األطفال لألعداد من ناحية االسم والفعل والصفة

ابين ,ينتمون الى ثالث فئات عمريه الً طف  60على اشتملت العينة  ارھم م  3تتراوح أعم

ى  كلواحتوت .سنوات 6الى  الً  20فئة عل ً إناث 10و اً ذكور 10, طف ارھم من. ا م اختي  ت

  .النھا من المدارس المميزة في المحافظة -وھي مدرسة خاصة -المدرسة االسالمية

ر ا تُظھ رين؛ أولھم ة أم ذه الدراس ةكيف: ھ تا ي ل ماخدس راد ل الطف ث اإلف ن حي داد م ألع

أثير استخدامھا مع كل .والتثنية والجمع وتأثيرھا على كل من االسم والصفة والفعل وت

  .من المؤنث والمذكر لكل الفعل والصفة

  . في اكتساب األطفال لألعداد سكل من العمر والجن دور: ثانيھما

ة وھي  ن إلى ثالثيمقسم طفالً  )60(تشمل عينة الدراسة على  ى  3من (فئات عمري إل

ل من  4من (، )سنوات 4أقل من  ل من  5من ( ، )سنوات 5إلى أق ى أق  ). سنوات 6إل

ة ل مجموع ت ك ن  تألف الً  20م ور 10( طف ً إناث 10و اً ذك ن ) ا ارھم م م اختي اض ت ري

  .المفرق محافظة األطفال في المدارس اإلسالمية في

ة أنّ إّن  ذه الدراس ه ھ ا توصلت إلي م م طا أھ ى فق تخدموا المثن ال اس ماء  الطف ع األس م

ديل عن المثنى ،)ان، بطتانتفاحت(  أما في حالة االفعال والصفات فقد كان الجمع ھو الب

  ).طاولتين قدام، طاولتين جداد) (بيوكلوا ينولدين بيوكلوا، بنت( 

دال من األعداد ) شوية، كثير(كما تبين أّن األطفال يستخدمون محددات الكمية  ع أ (ب رب

  .كبر من ثالثةأكان العدد إذا خاصة ) تينات



 

العمر عامال مھما في اكتساب األطفال لألعداد، وقد دعم  أظھرت نتائج ھذه الدراسة أنّ 

ر ة ) Pinker’s 1984(بينك درات اللغوي ى أّن الق ي تنص عل تمرارية الت فرضية االس

 .تتحسن وتتطور مع مرور الوقت لألطفال

نس ل الج بة لعام ا بالنس ذكورأم ى ال وق عل اث تتف ة أّن اإلن رت الدراس د أظھ ي  ، فق ف

أّن  ة ب ة الدراسة ودعم القناعة العام ة لعين ات العمري اكتساب األعداد من خالل كل الفئ

   .اإلناث أكثر اھتماما و انتباھا للغة من الذكور

 

 


